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THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
A MEMORABLE WEEKEND 
College Honors   Lambert, Buckley, Hayes, Morgan As 11,000 Attend Commencement Ceremonies 
During a commencement weekend 
that took on a personality of its own, 
William and Mary honored a disting- 
ished writer, actress, and historian — 
as well as one of the fabled names in 
its recent past ~ with honorary 
degrees on May 17. 
William F. Buckley, Jr., the Com- 
mencement speaker, actress Helen 
Hayes, and historian Edmund S. 
Morgan of Yale University shared 
the Commencement stage with the 
well-known J. Wilfred Lambert '27, 
former teacher and long-time dean 
of students and administrator at the 
College. 
The Commencement audience of 
approximately 11,000, one of the 
largest in College history, gave a 
warm reception to Buckley who 
spoke about the "simple freedoms" 
that Americans enjoy. 
"These simple freedoms — to come 
and go at will, to read what we 
wish, to enter and depart our homes 
or dormitories freely ~ are not 
shared by the majority of the world's 
people," said Buckley, who received 
an honorary doctor of humane 
letters. 
"I do believe that you owe 
America something, that what you 
owe is to meditate on your blessings 
— or our blessings," he said. 
Buckley said he had been deeply 
touched by the seniors' Candlelight 
Ceremony to which he had been 
invited the previous evening. He 
and Mrs. Buckley interrupted their 
dinner to participate in the proceed- 
ing which is reserved particularly for 
seniors. Other speakers during the 
evening were Robert Wagner, presi- 
dent of the senior class; Ellen T. 
King '31, Alexandria, Va.; Molly F. 
Ashby, a member of the graduating 
class; Elizabeth B. "Missy" Wright, 
vice president of the graduating 
class; Terry L. Meyers, associate 
professor of English; and W. Samuel 
Sadler '64, dean of students. 
For Miss Hayes, the First Lady of 
the American Theater, it was an 
equally busy Commencement Week- 
end. Receiving her honorary doctor 
of humane letters to a five-minute 
standing ovation, she brought her 
own special kind of magic to the 
activities of the weekend, charming 
everyone with her graciousness and 
apparent joy at being at William and 
Mary. 
She said that while the College 
was making the presentation of an 
honorary degree to her, she had 
loved the College for a long time and 
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In his address to the 1300 graduating seniors and an audience of 11,000 
William F. Buckley, Jr., spoke of the simple freedoms Americans enjoy. The 
previous evening he showed his pleasure at receiving a gift from senior 
class president Bob Wagner. 
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felt that it was perhaps the power of 
her wishing that had brought about 
the occasion. 
At a reception in her honor in the 
Great Hall of the Wren Building, she 
became honorary chairman of the 
Lord Chamberlain Society of the 
Virginia Shakespeare Festival. She 
received a pendant, designed by 
Mike Stousland '41, from Robert S. 
Hornsby '41, '49 BCL, a member of 
the Board of Visitors who with his 
wife Lois is co-chairman of the 
Society. 
From Howard Scammon '34, pro- 
fessor of theatre and speech emeritus 
and a former department chairman, 
she received two books on the 
history of the William and Mary 
Theatre. One book was edited by 
Althea Hunt, who established the 
theatre in 1926, and the other by 
Scammon. 
For Lambert, the weekend in- 
cluded not just the conferring of an 
honorary doctor of humane letters by 
the College but the unveiling at a 
blacktie dinner of his portrait by his 
son and daughter, Charles F. 
Lambert and Mrs. Wilford Kale. 
The introduction to the unveiling 
was presented by Arthur B. Hanson 
'39, '40 BCL, Washington, D.C., who 
headed the volunteer committee 
which raised funds for the portrait 
by artist David Silvette. The com- 
mittee is also seeking to establish an 
endowment to support Lambert 
Scholars, professors at the College 
who demonstrate the same high 
degree of dedication and caring for 
their profession that Lambert 
showed during his career of nearly 
50 years. 
For Edmund S. Morgan, Sterling 
Professor of History at Yale Univer- 
sity and a Research Fellow at the 
Huntington Library, and recipient of 
the doctor of literature degree from 
the College, it was an opportunity to 
renew old ties. He was one of the 
principal speakers at the 1971 con- 
ference on the American Revolution 
sponsored by the Institute of Early 
American History and Culture at the 
College and recipient of the first 
Douglass Adair Memorial Award 
given by the Institute for an out- 
standing article published in the 
William and Mary Quarterly. 
Morgan is a leading Early American 
scholar whose subjects have spanned 
puritanism in New England to 
plantation life. 
The Honorable Lawrence W. 
I'Anson '28, retired Chief Justice of 
Cont. on P. U 
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Board Distributes Rosettes To Special Alumni 
Medallion Recipients And Former Board 
Members To Receive Special Mementoes 
Two new recognition symbols for the Society are shown above. On the left is the 
green, gold, and silver lapel rosette which has been awarded to the 77 living 
green and gold rosette which has been awarded to former members of the Board of 
Directors of the Society of the Alumni. 
The Alumni Board recently distri- 
buted rosettes to significant persons 
in the Society. Feeling that there 
should be continuing recognition 
given those who have received the 
Alumni Medallion, which is the 
highest recognition the Society can 
confer, a green, gold, and silver 
rosette has been presented to those 
who have received that honor. There 
have been only 165 medallions 
awarded since the inception of the 
award in 1934. There are 77 living 
recipients who have received the 
rosette. 
At the same time, the Board chose 
to recognize alumni who have 
served on the Board of Directors of 
the Society. It is a responsibility and 
privilege accorded to a limited 
number of alumni. There are 58 
living former members of the Board 
of Directors who will be wearing the 
green and gold rosette. 
Should alumni qualify for both 
rosettes, they have received only the 
higher recognition, the tri-color 
representing the medallion. 
The rosettes may be worn at any 
time, but it is particularly appro- 
priate that they be worn at William 
and Mary functions. All persons who 
wear either of the rosettes have been 
recognized for particularly outstand- 
ing service to the Society and the 
College, and deserve the respect and 
appreciation of all alumni. 
Ten Alumni Nominated For Board 
West Heads Committee To Select Candidates For Fall Election 
The Nominating Committee for the 
Board of Directors of the Society has 
released the names of those alumni 
who will be running for the five 
open positions on the Alumni Board 
this fall. The Committee was chaired 
by Marvin F. West '51 of Williams- 
burg, Vice President of the Society, 
and included A. F. Chestnut '41 of 
Morehead City, N.C.; Bill H. 
McKinnon '69 of Newport News, 
Va.; Barbara Berkeley Ukrop '61 of 
Richmond, Va.; Virginia Forwood 
Wetter '40 of Havre de Grace, Md. 
Four of the nominees are incum- 
bents, running for a second three- 
year term. They are James W. 
Brinkley '59; Executive Vice Presi- 
dent of Legg, Mason, Wood, Walker 
investment firm, and a resident of 
Towson, Md.; James E. Howard '43, 
President of Howard Distributing 
Company of Richmond, Va.; Austin 
L. Roberts, III '69, President of First 
Peninsula Bank and Trust Co. of 
Newport News, Va.; and G. Elliott 
Schaubach, Jr.', '59, Vice President 
Todd Electric Company of Norfolk, 
Va. Eligible but declining to accept 
renomination is Robert H. Land '34 
of Alexandria, Va. 
First time nominees are Barbara 
Pate Glacel '70 of West Point, N.Y., 
who has a Ph.D. degree in political 
science, and is presently in the 
Civilian Personnel Division, Depart- 
ment of the Army, West Point, N.Y.; 
Benjamin F. Hamel, Jr., '50 of 
Mobile, Ala., a vice president and 
manager of the Mobile office of 
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith, 
Inc.; Audrey Murray Harris '60 of 
Richmond, Va., Assistant to Speaker 
of the Virginia House of Delegates 
for three sessions and former 
teacher; Alice Williams Phillips '52 
of Richmond, Va., professional staff 
person for several projects of the 
Episcopal Diocese of Virginia; John 
H. Tucker, Jr., '54 of Norfolk, 
Headmaster, The Norfolk Academy; 
James S. Watts '66 of Salem, Va.; 
Treasurer of the Shenandoah Tool 
and Supply Company, Inc. Tucker 
and Watts are both former presidents 
of the Roanoke Alulmni Chapter. 
In early September ballots will be 
mailed to all alumni who have con- 
tributed financially to The William 
and Mary Fund during the previous 
year, or current fiscal year to date or 
to any of the other recognized funds 
of the College, including the Athletic 
Educational Foundation. Results of 
the balloting will be announced at 
the Annual Meeting held on Home- 
coming weekend, Friday, November 
6, 1981. 
Weekend in New England 
New England Weekend   (October 9-12,1981) 
William and Mary vs. Dartmouth 
TOUR INCLUDES: 
FRIDAY 
- Air transportation from Norfolk to Boston (afternoon departure). 
- Bus transportation from Boston to Concord, NH with overnight accommoda- 
tions at the fine old traditional New Hampshire Hotel, "Get Together" cocktails 
and buffet. 
SATURDAY 
- Morning departure for Hanover, NH for the William and Mary vs. Dartmouth 
football game. 
- Pre-game tour of Hanover and Dartmouth College. 
- Pre-game social hour, with box lunches, in the William and Mary tent. 
- Game tickets. 
- Post-game departure for the beautiful Spalding Inn located in the White 
Mountains of New Hampshire. 
- Accommodations at the Spalding Inn for one night with dinner and breakfast 
included. 
SUNDAY 
- Morning departure for Franconia Notch State Park (including visits to Old Man of 
the Mountains and The Flume). 
- Brief stop at Lake Winnipesaukee before continuing to Boston through the scenic 
White Mountains. 
- Air transportation from Boston to Norfolk. 
OPTIONAL EXTENSION: 
SUNDAY 
- Accommodations for one night in Boston, Park Plaza Hotel -i*' 
MONDAY 
- Full day sightseeing tour of the Boston area including visits to both Salem and 
Plymouth. 
- Air transportation from Boston to Norfolk (late evening departure). 
Tour itinerary subject to change. 
MAIL TO: ALUMNI EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL CLUB, P.O. BOX GO 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 23185 
I/we are interested in booking spaces on the 1981 William and Mary New England 
Weekend. Please send further information on the tour including reservation infor- 
mation to me/us at the address below. We anticipate taking the optional exten- 
sion [ 
Name Class 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Phone: (Bus.) _ (Home) 
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Editor's Notebook 
For the last 16 years, I have had the pleasure of close association with 
the alumni of the College as the editor of The Alumni Gazette. In recent 
years, through this regular column, I have been able to help interpret for 
the Gazette's readers some of the trends affecting higher education and 
William and Mary in particular, and call attention to some of the lesser- 
known aspects, and the personalities, that make up this College 
community. 
At this writing, I have begun service as executive director of the 
Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation, but hope not to lose the privilege of a 
continuing relationship with the thousands of fine individuals whom I 
have had the chance to know since 1965 through the College. 
The College, I sincerely feel, has moved into the ranks of the best insti- 
tutions of higher learning in the nation. It has always been prestigious, 
perhaps mainly because of its history; but its degrees are now more 
respected than ever before. 
William and Mary has an outstanding faculty. With the emphasis, quite 
properly, on teaching at this college, the faculty may have fewer "stars" 
who make the news and attract public attention for many other univer- 
sities. The respect for a William and Mary diploma, shown at an increas- 
ing number of graduate and professional schools and among employers, is 
some evidence that the College's faculty is making "the news" in 
important ways that escape the public's attention. 
The College's students are more and more carefully selected, and 
greater attention is being paid than ever before to their overall capacity to 
contribute to this unusual academic and social community. They are 
highly motivated young men and women, and have a variety of talents to 
bring to Williamsburg with them. 
But the alumni, just as the faculty and students, are also an unusual 
group. For the most part, they are supportive of their alma mater, when 
they find ways to be of some service to William and Mary. I have found, 
as editor, that they are interested in keeping up to date on the College 
and are concerned about the problems that face William and Mary and 
many other institutions which are trying to protect and enhance high 
quality in what they do. 
It has been a wonderful experience, and I have enjoyed so much my 
association—although not as an alumnus—with the College, its administra- 
tors, faculty and students, and through the Society of the Alumni, with 
those who do call William and Mary their alma mater. 
-Ross Weeks, Jr. 
FACULTY NOTES: 
Monson Receives NEH Grant; 
Dolmetsch To Teach In Europe 
Donald A. Monson, associate pro- 
fessor of modern languages and 
literatures, has received a grant to 
attend a National Endowment for 
the Humanities seminar this summer 
at Princeton University. 
This seminar will be conducted by 
Francois Rigolot, professor of Ro- 
mance languages. Rigolot was on 
campus in March to give the first of 
two Bellini Lectures. The series was 
established this year and named for 
Charles Bellini of Florence who was 
named to the first American chair of 
modern languages at the College in 
1779. The seminar will deal with 
modern critical theory and French 
poetry. 
John F. Kottas, Zollinger Professor 
of Business Administration, has pub- 
lished a paper entitled "Some 
Problems With Transient Phenomena 
When Simulating Unpaced Lines" in 
the Journal of Operations Management. 
This paper was co-authored by Hon- 
Shiang Lau of Washington State 
University. 
David Kranbuehl, associate pro- 
fessor of chemistry, has been 
awarded a six-month $10,000 award 
from the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration to conduct 
studies on characterizing high- 
temperature polyimide polymers. 
The total amount awarded to date in 
support of this project is $110,482. 
William Bullock, Jr. and Clifton 
Conrad, School of Education, have 
published a book entitled Manage- 
ment: Perspectives from the Social 
Sciences. University Press of America 
is the publisher. The book is orga- 
nized around key concepts in four 
social science disciplines - anthro- 
pology, sociology, political science, 
and psychology - examining each 
concept or field of study and its 
implications for managing as a 
process of control. The book is in- 
tended for use in graduate manage- 
ment courses and as supplementary 
reading material for practicing 
managers. Excerpts from the book on 
humor and play have formed the 
theme of several speeches presented 
to federal executive personnel and 
senior military officers. 
Carl Dolmetsch, professor of 
English, will be a visiting professor 
at the Free University of Berlin 
during the 1981-82 academic year. 
Dolmetsch will be on leave from 
William and Mary to teach courses in 
Southern fiction and the American 
musical theatre in the Free Univer- 
sity's John F. Kennedy Institute of 
North American Studies. 
A faculty member since 1959, 
Dolmetsch was English department 
chairman from 1970-1976. This is his 
second appointment in Berlin. Dur- 
ing his first appointment from 1964 
to 1966, he held a Fulbright-Hays 
Senior Lectureship. In 1977 he had a 
Fulbright chair at the University of 
Erlangen in Bavaria. 
j Inside 
Admissions 
Nearly 6,000 
Apply For 
1,100 Spaces 
by G. Gary Ripple 
Dean of Undergraduate Admissions 
The freshman class which will enter William and Mary in August was 
selected by the Admissions Staff from a pool of 5776 applicants. Virginians 
comprised 40% of that pool, 2335; while non-residents composed the 
higher percentage with 3441 this year. While admission has been offered 
to only 2019 (35%) of our aspirants, it should be noted that acceptance 
was extended to 53% of all the Virginians but to only 23% of the non- 
residents. It is anticipated that our entering freshman class of 1100 
students will consist of 725 Virginians and 375 non-Virginians. 
The transfer picture was also quite competitive. Applications were re- 
ceived from 356 Virginians and 462 non-Virginians (a total of 818), all 
vying for just 92 anticipated vacancies in our upper classes for the fall 
semester. This translates to a 17 to 1 applicant to vacancy ratio for out-of- 
state transfer applicants! Only 116 Virginians and 49 non-Virginian 
transfer applicants have been offered admission for the total of 92 spaces 
available. 
In accordance with the policy statement approved by our Board of 
Visitors, the applications of alumni children were given preference where 
other considerations were essentially equal. For freshman candidates with 
alumni parents, 60% of the Virginians and 46% of the non-Virginians 
have been offered admission to the College. 
As our admissions year draws to a close, Rex Tillotson '69 M.Ed., 
Juanita Wallace, Karen Schoenenberger '66, '69 M.Ed, and I will be 
spending the summer months statistically analyzing the data generated by 
the current year, planning for our next admissions cycle which will 
culminate in August of 1982, and catching a few days of greatly 
anticipated vacation time before the hectic season begins in late August. 
We do hope that alumni sons and daughters who hope to be candidates 
for the College in 1982 will plan ahead and schedule some time for a visit 
on campus to learn more about the College as it exists today and to 
receive personal college counseling from a member of our professional 
staff. We look forward to meeting our future candidates and do hope they 
will call us far enough in advance of their anticipated visit to facilitate the 
scheduling of a personal interview in our office. 
_ Alumni Gazette 
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Swimmers Throw A Surprise Party 
Dudley Jensen Honored For 30 Years of Coaching 
It was supposed to be a simple 
end-of-the-season party, the land 
swimming coach Dudley Jensen has 
been giving at his home for his 
William and Mary team for many 
years. 
But early into the evening, Coach 
Jensen realized there was something 
different about this party. Not only 
did his current team members show 
up at his home, but many swimmers 
from his 30 years of coaching began 
appearing at his door. They came 
from all parts of the country ~ from 
Texas, Connecticut, New York, 
Pennsylvania, and Florida. 
By the time the evening ended, 
Jensen, who retired this year as 
swimming coach after 30 years on 
the job, was flush with nostalgia and 
emotion. Throughout the evening, 
phone calls came from former 
swimmers who couldn't make the 
journey to Williamsburg for the 
party. 
The surprise party had been 
arranged by Jensen's former assistant 
coach Wally Riley '56, Jensen's wife 
Vivian, by the new head coach Keith 
Havens '76, who had also been an 
assistant coach to Jensen, and by 
1981 swim team captain Bill Weihs 
'80. 
Riley explained that swimmers at 
William and Mary have been "a 
close-knit group." They receive an 
annual newsletter from the Coach, 
so the addresses of most of the 
swimmers going back over the past 
30 years were available. 
"We divided up the names," said 
Riley, "and I took all of the alumni 
from '71 back to 1951 and Vivian and 
Keith took the swimmers since 71." 
They then wrote letters to the 
former swimmers inviting them to 
the retirement party on April 4 and 
asking them to contribute to a 
present. Riley estimates that more 
than 125 people came to the party, 
nearly all of them contributed to the 
present — a rolltop desk — and many 
of those who couldn't attend called 
Jensen during the party. 
Riley said the turnout reflected the 
"tremendous affection" felt for 
Jensen who had held swimming 
together as a sport at William and 
Mary since he became coach in 1951 
after Dr. George Oliver, acting 
athletic director and chairman of the 
Department of Education, asked him 
to "help out a little bit." 
Jensen not only helped out, but 
stayed longer as head coach than 
probably any other head coach of a 
men's sport in William and Mary 
history. And that was tough, said 
Riley, a former William and Mary 
swimmer himself who graduated 
from the College "after nine years 
and two wars," because of the tight 
budgets and the "little bit you have 
to work with at the College." 
What Jensen did have to work 
with was a group of committed 
swimmers and good students. He 
said it "was almost embarrassing" to 
see how successful many of them 
had become since graduation. His 
former swimmers include doctors, 
lawyers, bankers, a financial consul- 
tant, an Episcopal priest, teachers 
and a college professor. 
For one former swimmer who re- 
turned, the party had special mean- 
ing. The Reverend Edward A. 
Wisbauer '52, rector of St. Mary's 
Episcopal Church in Lake Ronkon- 
koma, N.Y., swam for one of 
Jensen's first teams, but because of 
an oversight, he never received his 
varsity letter. Learning of the 
mistake, Riley arranged a special 
ceremony at Jensen's party to give 
Father Wisbauer his letter — only 29 
years later. 
Others who attended the party 
included Jim Hall '52, Portsmouth; 
Scott O. Petrequin '53, Scotia, N.Y.; 
David B. Diehr '61, Waco, Tex.; B. 
David Kurland, '61, Hartford, Conn.; 
Chris E. Herr Jr. '62, Lancaster, Pa.; 
David C. Buckle '63, Williamsburg; 
James L. Walker '68, Norfolk; Phil 
Sparks '68, Alexandria; John Greene 
'70, Hampton, Va.; Wayde Harrison 
'68, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Joe Ackerman 
'73, West Palm Beach, Fla, and 
Gordon "Geep" Howell '72, Lynch- 
burg. 
Rick Platt '72, Williamsburg; Kerry 
Dearfield '74, Pittsburgh; Dodge 
Havens '75, Richmond; Rick Rhein- 
hardt '76, Williamsburg; David Smith 
'77, Washington, D.C.; Bruce 
Hartzler '77, Williamsburg; Keith 
Phillips '77, Williamsburg; John F. 
Phillips '78, Ocean Park, N.J.; John 
Kennedy '79, Richmond; Harold 
Baker '79, Williamsburg; Mike 
Hennessy '79, Williamsburg; W. 
David Clark '79, Petersburg; Bill 
Harding '79, Richmond; Keith 
Sullivan '80, Philadelphia; Ed 
McLeod '80, Williamsburg; Doug 
Slater '80, Williamsburg; and Tom 
Holmberg '80, Chicago. 
Several members of the men's 
physical education department also 
attended. They included Howard M. 
Smith '43, the long-time chairman of 
the department and swimming coach 
from 1947-51; Joe Agee '52, Monte 
Linkenhauger '51, and Ed Jones '57. 
Jensen will continue to teach in 
the men's physical education depart- 
ment and to assist new coach Keith 
Havens. 
Howard M. Smith '43 (left) and Wally Riley '56 (right) got together with Coach Dudley Jensen (third from right) 
and three members of the 1952 swim team for a reunion photo % Next to Smith is Scott Petrequin '53, Scotia, N.Y., 
captain of the 1952-53 team. At his left is Jim Hall '52, Portsmouth, and (next to Jensen) the Reverend Edward A. 
Wisbauer '52, Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y. Smith served as chairman of the men's physical education department for many 
years and Riley was Jensen's assistant coach for 20 years. 
Curt Whittaker and Jeb Jeutter, eo-captains for next year's swim team, presented Jensen 
with a present from the 1980-81 swim team while many of the swim team members and 
friends looked on. New coach Keith Havens 76 is at right. 
For Father Ed Wisbauer '52 (right) Coach Jensen's retirement party took on special 
meaning. Father Wisbauer, shown with his former teammates Jim Hall '52 (left) and 
Scott Petrequin '53, received his varsity letter at the party - 29 years late. 
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Alumni Society Bids Trudi Farewell 
After 26 Years At The Front Desk, Trudi Topping Retires 
Trudi Topping is a modest person. 
But thousands of William and Mary 
alumni who have returned to 
campus over the last 26 years have 
good reason to praise her ~ and to 
miss her — as she is retiring July 1 
from her work at Alumni House. 
Trudi has had the ability to make 
each visit a Homecoming for alumni, 
and her quarter-century with the 
Society of the Alumni has meant a 
great deal to her. "It has been 26 
years of working with kind, interest- 
ing people — I shall miss them all so 
much." 
She recently took time to reminisce 
about her experiences, sitting in 
beautiful and familiar surroundings 
— Alumni House. She came to work 
for the Society in 1955, when James 
S. Kelly  '51, now assistant to the 
President, was its executive secre- 
tary, and its headquarters, The 
Brafferton. 
"There were three of us in the 
office," she says, "and it is amazing 
how we carried on Homecoming, 
Burgesses  Day, and all such events 
~ but of course  there were fewer 
alumni." 
Since The Brafferton was so 
strategically located, students came 
in and out all the time, and that 
suited Trudi just fine. Her warm 
regard for William and Mary stu- 
dents goes back a long way, and she 
laughs about her introduction to 
campus activities: a panty raid. 
"When I first moved here, there 
was a panty raid one night, and I 
didn't know what that was. Hun- 
dreds of men students were all 
chanting, "On to Chandler! On to 
Sorority Court! and they yelled for 
panties outside the girls' windows." 
At the time, she and her small 
daughter Muffin were living in 
College housing at nearby Brown 
Annex. Trudi was unnaturally pale 
the next day when she reported to 
work, until her associates explained 
the student tradition. 
Trudi was also a chaperone for the 
Kappa Sigs when they were housed 
in one of the lodges on Fraternity 
Row, and she glows in speaking of 
them. 
"They were wonderful young 
men, a perfect cross section of the 
campus," she remembers. "They are 
now leaders in their communities, 
with beautiful wives and families." 
One of her favorite memories is of 
the Kappa Sigma serenades in the 
evenings, often held when a coed 
had become engaged to one of the 
brothers. Trudi was one of their 
sweethearts, too, presented with red 
roses. 
"They wore dinner jackets as they 
serenaded," she recalls, "and I'll 
always remember Steve Oaks  '59 
wearing his good looking bermudas 
with his dinner jacket." 
The students have become alumni, 
and many are among the cherished 
friends she has in the professions, 
the arts, business, government and 
all walks of life. 
"Many have visited Alumni House 
through the years," Trudi says, 
recalling that from The Brafferton, 
alumni headquarters were moved to 
the second floor of Ewell Hall, 
"where we were lost," she says. 
Trudi is well satisfied by the growing 
sentimental commitment of students 
and alumni to the Alumni Society's 
home since 1972, the former Bright 
House. While she has assisted 
alumni there with everything from 
directions to getting reservations in 
town, she has helped a number of 
non-alumni as well. One of her most 
comical memories is of a lady who 
came to her desk asking for "Room 
203." When Trudi answered, "We 
don't have room numbers here," the 
woman snapped, "You don't have 
room numbers in a hotel?" In a 
flash, Trudi understood - the visitor 
thought she was in the Williamsburg 
Hospitality House across the street 
on Richmond Road. 
One of the most heartwarming 
experiences of her twenty-six years 
was being made an honorary mem- 
ber of three classes, 1939, 1940 and 
1941. "I am so proud of this tribute," 
she said. 
A faithful associate worked by her 
side for 15 years - chasing squirrels 
in her spare time. "Lady" was a 
small collie, an abandoned Sheltie 
whom Trudi took in as her own off 
the street. 
"People still ask about her," she 
says. 
In a serious vein, she marvels at 
the leap in size of Alumni House 
staff — from three in the "olden 
days," to eleven under executive 
secretary Gordon C. Vliet '54 with a 
battery of student helpers to assist 
on special occasions. One of Trudi's 
assignments since the start has been 
class notes editor for The Alumni 
Gazette. With a sweeping gesture, 
she describes how Gazette editors in 
the late 50's like Fred L. Frechette '46 
and Will Molineux '56 used to lay 
out the magazine on the floor, with 
Jim Kelly '51 supervising. Of the 
class notes, she comments, "The 
class reporters have been marvelous 
— so enthusiastic and cooperative." 
Another of her favorite alumni 
stories is of two people who 
returned for their Fiftieth Reunion. 
They had dated in college, but had 
gone their separate ways after 
graduation. 
Trudi Topping, who has greeted thousands of alumni over the past 26 years, 
will retire July 1. 
"Well, they fell in love at the 
reunion, and were married the next 
spring," Trudi says. She also smiles 
to remember the homesick students 
who came to her to talk, including a 
seven-foot tall "star of the basketball 
court" from Chicago. 
Her daughter Muffin is now 28 
and the mother of three; and Trudi 
finds it difficult to believe that she 
has been at the College for the 
administrations of three presidents: 
Alvin Duke Chandler '22, Davis Y. 
Paschall '32 and Thomas A. Graves, 
Jr. 
Her plans for the future are as 
flexible as Trudi herself, and they 
might even involve moving to a 
larger city in time. She maintains, 
however, that the College of William 
and Mary "has one of the most 
beautiful campuses," and she says, 
"I'm going to miss the alumni so 
much — what will I do? They're all 
such friendly, warm people." 
As for Homecoming, and the 
excitement and nostalgia it brings, 
Trudi looks back with a wealth of 
happy memories. "So many of my 
returning friends made me feel like a 
member of the alumni family," she 
says. 
Trudi, you are. 
—Lisa Heuvel 74 
Brent Cirves '81 Wins Two Writing Awards 
Brent Allen Cirves '81 of Monroe, 
N.H., won two of the annual 
College-wide writing awards for 
1981. 
Announced at Commencement, 
the prizes are underwritten primarily 
by the Society of the Alumni. Cirves 
received the Glenwood Clark Fiction 
Prize and the prize for the best piece 
of student writing regardless of type. 
Crista Ruth Cabe, a junior from 
Waynesboro, Va., won the Goronwy 
Owen Poetry Prize, and Margaret 
Claire Stephens '81, Fredericksburg, 
won the Howard Scammon Drama 
Prize. 
The achievement of Cirves in this 
regard has been exceptional. In 1979 
as a sophomore he also won the 
Clark and Jones prizes. This spring 
he received Highest Honors, the first 
such distinction earned by creative 
writing, from the English Depart- 
ment. Neither judging committee 
knew at the time of its decision that 
Cirves would be honored by the 
other, and the pieces of fiction 
singled out were different. 
Presentation of Literary Awards is made by Stephen Marlowe '49, 1980-81 
Writer in Residence, to Brent Cirves '81 and Crista Cabe '81. 
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Class of 1931 
Joins The Olde Guarde 
61 Members Gather At College For 
Commencement Weekend Induction 
Weekend Commencement festivities 
marked the return of 61 members of the 
Class of 1931 accompanied by spouses, 
family and friends. Class members cele- 
brated the 50th Reunion with activities 
which included a luncheon at the 
Alumni House, a Saturday night formal 
banquet in the Great Hall of the Wren 
Building, a memorial service in the 
Wren Chapel, a champagne luncheon at 
the College Commons concluding with 
the Commencement Exercises at 
William and Mary Hall. 
Programming included addresses by 
William B. Spong, Dean of the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law; Dr. 
Davis Y. Paschall '32, 23rd President of 
the College, and President Graves, as 
well as by a musical presentation by the 
William and Mary Choir under the 
direction of Dr. Frank Lendrim. 
The spring observance of the 50th 
Reunion activities began in 1975 with 
the Class of 1925. 
Plans for the weekend were directed 
by the Class of '31 Reunion Committee 
made up of Ellen Ticer King (Alexan- 
dria), chairman; Dr. Milton Salasky 
(Norfolk), vice chairman; Jerome Can- 
Portsmouth), secretary-treasurer; 
Katherine Lam (Norfolk), and by 
Arthur Rodgers, Jr., Agnes Winn 
Paschall and Thomas McCaskey, all of 
Williamsburg. 
The Class History - titled "Those 
Were The Days"—was a joint creative 
venture by Dr. and Mrs. Paschall. The 
history was read to the Class at the 
Saturday luncheon. 
Reunion Committee Chairman Ellen Ticer King 
addresses class members at the Saturday luncheon 
held on the newly constructed patio area at the 
Alumni House. 
"Shared memories are the golden 
thread that knits the generations each 
to each in love for our Alma Mater. 
Now, in 1981, we do REMEMBER/' 
The Class of 1931, attired in academic regalia, received an ovation 
from the Class of 1981 and the audience of about 11,000 in William 
and Mary Hall during the Commencement Exercises. 
Thomas Glenn McCaskey '31, Williams- 
burg, surprises Vernon L. Nunn '25, former 
treasurer-auditor of the College and special 
friend of the Class of '31, with a special gift 
and words of commendation for his long 
time service to William and Mary. The 
specially designed pewter plate included the 
inscribed words, "with gratitude and fond 
remembrances." 
At the Saturday evening social hour in the 
Alumni House, Reunion Committee members, 
Katherine Lam '31, Norfolk, and Ellen Ticer King 
'31, Alexandria, shared thoughts on the weekend 
activities. Also pictured are Stanley King '26, 
Alexandria, (member of the Olde Guarde Council) 
conferring with Jerome Carr '31 of Portsmouth. 
The 50th Reunion Class poses for their group photo on the Alumni House lawn. 
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Edwards Steps Down As Dean 
Arts and Sciences Dean Returns to Teaching After Seven Years In Administration 
If Jack Edwards, Dean of the 
Faculty of Arts and Sciences at 
William and Mary, is going to give 
one piece of advice to his successor, 
it is that MBWA - Management by 
Walking Around - is at least as effec- 
tive as MBO - Management by 
Objectives. 
"I would suggest to anyone on the 
job that they spend a great deal of 
time talking to people, trying to get 
to know them and their aspirations. 
It doesn't make the job any easier 
but it does give people more 
confidence that you are trying to 
help them. We have a very good 
faculty with a proud history of 
accomplishment and a good deal of 
pride in faculty governance," said 
Edwards. 
Edwards will return to full time 
teaching in the department of 
government in the fall. He is being 
succeeded as Dean by Zeddie Paul 
Bowen, Provost of Beloit College in 
Wisconsin. 
"Most faculty," said Edwards, 
"take a good deal of interest in and 
have a great stake in the affairs of 
the College. This is a healthy 
situation." 
"We hear a lot of talk about 
leadership," said Edwards, "but the 
fact is that most people in adminis- 
tration spend much of their time 
working for others." Edwards said 
he saw his role to be principally one 
of a facilitator for things people 
wanted to get done. 
Edwards plans to write about his 
term as Dean this summer. He says 
it will be a view of where we stand 
now. 
Edwards took over as Dean in 1974 
succeeding the late Harold Lees 
Fowler, a highly respected historian 
and a senior faculty member. The 
style of the two men was very 
different. Edwards says he feels one 
of his most important contributions 
has been to establish and develop 
guidelines and acceptance of policies 
concerning determination of faculty 
salaries, tenure procedures and how 
funds are allocated in various ways. 
It was a time, he says of his term, 
when no great changes were made. 
"It was a time of resource shortages. 
The faculty was not looking to make 
major changes, there were no deep 
structural changes made in degree 
requirements." 
Ask Edwards if he is happy to be 
going back to his old job in the class- 
room and his response is instant and 
a broad grin spreads across his face. 
Yes, he is very happy to get back 
into the classroom. One of the things 
he says he missed as dean was the 
continuing contact with students. In 
the office in James Blair he had a lot 
of contact with students but it was 
usually in a stressful situation: "Was 
the College going to bend the rules 
to help them through a crisis." 
Asked why he picked this particu- 
lar time to leave the administration, 
Edwards said he had decided there 
was no good time; it was just some- 
thing he felt he had to do. "I had to 
decide," he said, "whether I wanted 
to become a career administrator or a 
teacher. . .The longer I waited to 
make the decision the harder it was 
going to be. 
"I look forward to going back to 
teaching. One of the greatest satis- 
Jack Edwards, who has served as Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences since 1974, will be succeeded by 
Zeddie Bowen, provost of Beloit College in Wisconsin. 
factions of the work is working with 
students. Almost all of us believe 
that or we wouldn't have gone into 
teaching. But I'll miss the challenges 
of this job," he said. 
Edwards is a specialist in Ameri- 
can Politics and Constitutional Law. 
He joined the faculty in 1962. He has 
a B.A. degree from Macalester, a law 
degree from Harvard and a doctorate 
from Vanderbilt. 
As well as carrying the responsi- 
bilities of his administrative duties, 
Edwards has been an active partici- 
pant in the community on the Board 
of Supervisors for James City 
County. 
—Barbara Ball 
Alumni Can Help 
Correct Misuse 
of College Name 
The Society of the Alumni has 
. prepared a postcard in an effort to 
minimize the misuse of the Col- 
lege's name in the media. 
Although the Royal Charter and 
subsequent documents have estab- 
lished that the College will always 
be known as THE COLLEGE OF 
WILLIAM AND MARY IN 
VIRGINIA, its name appears in the 
media frequently as WILLIAM AND 
MARY COLLEGE. 
Any alumni who would like 
copies of the postcard to send to 
the media when they see the 
College's name misused should 
please write to the Society of the 
Alumni, Box GO, Williamsburg, 
Va. 23185. 
Letters To The Editor 
Editor: 
It is suggested that a correction be 
published to that portion of Anne 
Chapman's article which stated that 
Hugh Blair Grigsby was a descen- 
dant of the Reverend James Blair. 
It is generally accepted that the 
famed Commissory and his wife, 
Sarah Harrison, had no children. 
As far as I know, Hugh Blair 
Grigsby was not related to the 
Virginia Blairs. 
The Reverend Hugh Blair was a 
well known Scottish minister whose 
sermons were widely read in 
America. Hugh Blair Grigsby was 
most likely named after this Scottish 
minister by his parents who were 
impressed by his sermons. 
Yours truly, 
R. J. Alfriend, III '43 
Norfolk, Va. 
Editor: 
The recent article in the Alumni 
Gazette on Dr. Guy was great, and 
brought back fond memories of him. 
I'm very much afraid he would take 
off a point or two for Mr. Rees' 
having mispelled the word misspelled; 
however, contrary to Dr. Arm- 
strong's opinion, I believe Professor 
Guy would forgive him for the error. 
He didn't say a word to me when I 
blew up a test tube one afternoon 
which seems a far worse offense. 
Sincerely, 
E. P. Sprinkler, Ed. '51 
Martinsville, Va. 
Editor: 
As a former Fine Arts major at 
William and Mary I enjoyed Parke 
Rouse Jr.'s article about the Fine Arts 
Department in the Winter 1981 issue 
of the Alumni Gazette. 
I was most interested in reading 
about the beginnings of the Fine Arts 
Department and events which 
happened just before I entered 
William and Mary in the fall of 1939. 
I had missed the elaborate theatricals 
of 1937 and was interested to find 
out where the Georgia O'Keeffe 
painting (in the Fine Arts Library) 
came from. It was also good to see 
photos of Edwin (Ted) Reist's 3-story 
water fall, which I imagine, was 
demolished with the Fine Arts build- 
ing. 
I wanted to point out a dis- 
crepancy in the article by Mr. Rouse. 
Edwin Reist was head of the Fine 
Arts Department when I entered the 
college in 1939, and was succeeded 
by Thomas Thorne when he left two 
(?) years later. The author lists 
Thomas Thorne, on page 24, as 
succeeding Leslie Cheek, Jr., as head 
of the department, leaving out the 
years of Ted Reist's chairmanship. 
He was" enthusiastic, clever, innova- 
tive and full of great ideas, so his 
few years of leadership shouldn't be 
ignored. I still feel inspired after all 
these years just reading about him! 
Sincerely, 
Joan Wallace Clement '43 
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A Modern-Day Horatio Alger Story 
Jim McGlothlin Creates Coal Empire From $472 Investment 
James W. McGlothlin is one of a 
kind. A graduate of both the College 
(B.A. '62) and the Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law (B.C.L. '64), he has 
used his education and native 
abilities to create one of the 20 
largest coal producing companies in 
the United States. 
That in itself is remarkable, but 
consider this: United Coal Company, 
the largest privately owned coal 
company in the nation, was founded 
only 11 years ago, from an initial 
investment of $472. 
If that sounds like a Horatio Alger 
story, perhaps it is. But there is more 
to the story than one man's accom- 
plishments, according to Jim 
McGlothlin. 
"I suspect that if we have any 
success, it's because of our work 
with personnel," McGlothlin says 
proudly. Speaking of United's almost 
2,000 employees, he adds, "For the 
most part, we're non-union. We 
have innovative employee incentive 
and benefit programs keyed to 
production, and people feel like 
they're as much owners of the 
company as we are." Traditionally, 
the coal industry has had its share of 
labor problems, so United  Coal 
Company's open door policy with 
employees, its labor and manage- 
ment techniques have made it a 
model in the field. 
In addition to benefit growth, 
employees can share in career 
growth as well. "Through our 
growth, an employee in an hourly 
position this year may be in a 
management position next year," 
McGlothlin says. Not surprisingly, 
most of the top management posi- 
tions at United Coal are filled from 
the inside, another example of the 
company's valued relationship with 
its employees. 
McGlothlin, as executive officer, 
and his partners oversee the multi- 
million dollar business from United 
Coal Company headquarters in 
Bristol, Virginia, on the former 
Sullins College campus. In describ- 
ing his company, McGlothlin says 
simply, "We own coal and steel 
interests in about 27 states, with coal 
mines in Virginia, Kentucky, West 
Virginia, Ohio and Oklahoma. We 
own steel mills in Illinois and 
Alabama." United also sells mine, 
mill and industrial supplies in 16 
states. 
What steered McGlothlin toward 
leadership in the coal industry? To 
begin with, he grew up in coal-rich 
Southwestern Virginia. 
"My father was an accountant for 
a coal business after college, then he 
owned a few mines," McGlothlin 
said. "But he was out of the business 
before I got into it." 
McGlothlin "got into it" after 
about eight years of practicing law in 
Grundy, Virginia, not far from 
Bristol. He explains: "I was repre- 
senting more and more coal clients. 
As the government became more 
involved, I became more involved in 
representing my clients — it's a 
natural thing for an attorney to be 
involved in an industry which the 
government believes in regulating 
from top to bottom." 
Corporate headquarters of the United Coal Company is on former Sullins College campus from which 
McGlothlin directs his coal and steel interests in 27 states. McGlothlin's company purchased the college, formerly 
a private, two year girls school located in Bristol, Va., in 1976. 
When the Federal Coal Mine 
Health and Safety Act was passed in 
1969, it whetted McGlothlin's in- 
terest because the Act had bad 
points as well as good ones.   He 
brought a law suit to enjoin it, and 
came to believe through subsequent 
discussions with top people in the 
coal industry that he could make 
some positive contributions. So 
when McGlothlin was offered a coal 
mine for $472 one day while sitting 
on a park bench outside the Grundy 
Courthouse, fate stepped in. 
McGlothlin faces heavy demands 
on his time, not only as executive 
officer of United Coal Company, but 
as a member of the board of direc- 
tors of an impressive number of 
organizations. They range from the 
Virginia Coal Association to Bassett 
Furniture Industries. McGlothlin is a 
commissioner of the Virginia Port 
Authority and a member of the 
Virginia General Assembly Legisla- 
tive Compensation Committee, 
which sets the salaries for General 
Assembly members. He is also a 
trustee of the Endowment Associa- 
tion of the College. 
The young executive speaks warm- 
ly of his association with William 
and Mary. 
"I guess I was inspired by the 
entire College — Dean Dudley 
Woodbridge was a tremendous 
inspiration in my law background," 
he says. "You saw a man who was 
impeccably honest, forthright and 
very learned. He could explain 
everything in basic terms, and his 
teaching was straightforward and 
simple — it was a delight to go to 
class." 
McGlothlin says that his law back- 
ground helps in the acquisition and 
organization of companies that 
United purchases, of which there 
have already been some 45. He 
possesses keen foresight, and has 
some interesting predictions about 
America's energy future. 
"I believe coal is the only answer 
to our energy crisis in this country, 
together with the environmental 
crisis," he states emphatically. "I'm 
not anti-nuclear, but apparently the 
country is, and we can't continue 
with oil." 
He adds, "We have 300 to 400 
years worth of coal, and we're now 
aware how to burn coal safely in the 
environment. Through synthetic fuel 
plants, we can turn coal into liquid 
fuels: natural gas and fuel oil." 
"Synfuels" are one of United 
Coal's latest projects, and McGloth- 
ling says the company is starting to 
build plants in the U.S. "It's not a 
new method—Hitler did it in World 
War II." Since that time, however, 
techniques for creating synthetic 
fuels have been refined to the point 
that South Africa derives its fuel 
supplies today from such plants. 
Finding new uses for coal is one of 
United Coal's goals for the future, 
and McGlothlin has a prediction 
about that, too. "By the turn of the 
century, we'll supply our energy 
needs through coal," he says. 
The problems and satisfactions 
that go hand in hand with McGloth- 
lin's involvement as president of 
James W. McGlothlin '62, BCL '64 
United Coal Company don't over- 
whelm him. An important part of his 
life is daughter Melinda Anne, who 
just turned 14. He also finds time for 
golf and tennis, and community 
activities, although he wishes he had 
more time to spend on them. 
While McGlothlin modestly credits 
"having good people" for much of 
his success, the reverse is also true. 
Without him, $472, and a park bench 
near the Grundy Courthouse, the 
American coal industry would be the 
poorer. For just as Jim McGlothlin 
waited tables and drove a school bus 
during all of his seven years at 
William and Mary, he still makes his 
goals a reality today, through the 
belief that "anything is attainable." 
—Lisa Heuvel '74 
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Doing Your Best Is A Life-Time Job 
All-American Tribe Swimmer Receives Sullivan Award 
Jenny Tatnall '81 describes athletic 
success as "looking at what you have 
accomplished with the satisfaction 
that you have put your best into it." 
"It's not doing Ail-American times or 
winning races; success is satisfaction 
and pride," she says. 
As the winner of the Algernon 
Sydney Sullivan Award, women's 
athletics Outstanding Achievement 
Award, and four years of All- 
American National Swimming 
Awards, Tatnall certainly has some 
accomplishments to reflect upon 
with pride. 
She received the Sullivan Award 
at Commencement ceremonies for 
her work in coaching and teaching 
50 youngsters during the summer 
months at the Williamsburg Indigo 
Park pool. Tatnall was also a 
member of Volunteers for Youth for 
two years, and fit the Sullivan 
criteria of characteristics of "heart, 
mind and conduct as evince a spirit 
of love for and helpfulness to other 
men and women." 
Tatnall was one of three student- 
athletes who won top awards at 
Commencement. Keith Best, a 
running back for the Tribe football 
team, received the Algernon Sydney 
Sullivan Award along with Tatnall, 
and Lynn Norenberg, the Ail- 
American women's basketball player, 
received the James Frederick Carr 
Memorial Cup which is awarded on 
the basis of character, scholarship 
and leadership. 
A swimming co-captain her junior 
and senior seasons, Tatnall was a 
stabilizing influence on William and 
Mary swimmers and her leadership 
kept everything "squared away" on 
the team. She was recognized for 
Outstanding Achievement in 
women's athletics both for her 
leadership and her performance in 
the water. She has been a work- 
horse over the years turning in her 
best times when the team needed 
them, and, although a freestyler, 
swimming in events that lacked 
entrants from William and Mary 
such as the butterfly. 
A swimmer from the age of six she 
came to William and Mary because 
of the academic and athletic mix 
after being selected All-State in 
swimming her four years at 
Plymouth Whitemarsh High School 
in Lafayette Hill, Pennsylvania, and 
graduating first in her class. 
Her freshman year, Tatnall placed 
third in the 500,   fourth in the 1,650, 
fifth in the 200 and eleventh in the 
100 freestyle events earning Ail- 
American status for the first time at 
nationals. This performance was in 
spite of stepping out of the pool 
from the grueling 1,650 yards back 
onto the starring blocks for the 100 
freestyle and then a few events later 
anchoring the 400 free relay (where 
she turned in a :54 split for her best 
time in the 100 yards). 
"My freshman year was my best 
performance wise but my sophomore 
year was my most satisfying sea- 
son," says Tatnall. If her perform- 
ance slipped any, the record book 
does not reflect it. 
She turned in more career bests at 
the national meet with a sixth place 
finish in the 1,650 (swimming a 
negative split with each leg faster) 
despite the Reno, Nevada, altitude. 
Tatnall also placed sixth in the 100 
freestyle and was a member of the 
second place 200 and 400 free relays 
—the two highest placing relays in 
William and Mary swimming history. 
During the regular season, Tatnall 
also set a new pool record which still 
stands in the 1,000 freestyle with a 
10:51.101 personal best time. Her 
Jenny Tatnall '81 was one of three Tribe athletes to receive awards at 
Commencement. 
junior year Tatnall was a member of 
two All-American relays and this 
year she capped off her career on the 
fifth place 200 medley relay, twelfth 
place 200 free relay and fourteenth 
place 400 Medley relay. 
Her name is currently on the 
W&M record books as the women's 
record holder in all freestyle events: 
the 200, 500, 1,000 and 1,650 yard 
freestyles. She is also a member of 
the record holding relay teams in all 
events: the 200 free, 200 medley, 400 
free, 400 medley and 800 free. 
A 3.0 Computer Science graduate, 
Tatnall will begin work August 3 in 
Systems Applications for Reynolds 
Metals in Richmond. And swimming 
may well remain a part of her life. 
"I'm thinking about starting some 
kind of an AAU team," she says. 
I stayed in swimming it would 
probably be in coaching." 
If 
--Karen Smith 
Old Age 
Catches Up 
With Tyler Hall 
Old age and the high cost of 
renovation have caught up with 
Tyler Hall at William and Mary. 
For the first time this fall, 
Tyler will not be used for student 
housing. 
John D. Morgan, associate dean 
of students for residence hall life, 
says that the basic structure of the 
building does not lend itself to 
renovation within the constraints of 
current budgets. Tyler Hall will be 
used for general storage initially 
and will probably be razed at some 
time in the future. 
Tyler Hall opened in 1915 and 
was named for President John 
Tyler, an alumnus, (1806> and Lyon 
G. Tyler, president of the College. 
Tyler originally had 28 rooms, 
some of which had separate study 
and sleeping apartments and hall 
baths. Hall baths were preferred 
because they provided more spare 
for rooms. 
Tyler Annex was added around 
1920-21. It was a temporary dormi- 
tory for women and was moved 
from Penniman Road which at that 
time was an Army Camp. 
The final addition, Tyler Conser- 
vatory, was added in 1926. The 
Conservatory (the old greenhouse) 
was removed around 1957. 
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SEPTEMBER 4-7,1981 
LABOR DAY WEEKEND $329 .00 per person double occupancy 
W & M vs TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
YOUR EXCITING WEEKEND WILL INCLUDE: 
• Round trip jet transportation from Norfolk International Airport to Philadelphia. 
Assistance with transportation to Philadelphia from other areas will be given upon 
your request. 
• Three nights in the University City Holiday Inn at 36th and Chestnut Streets, (Single, 
triple, and quad price available.) 
FRIDAY 
• Evening flight from Norfolk VIA U.S. Air No. 444 at 8:16 p.m., will arrive in Philadelphia 
9:05 p.m. 
• Cocktail party on arrival Friday evening. One hour unlimited bar and extensive hot 
and cold buffet. Buffet features fresh shrimp w/cocktail sauce, Nova Scotia smoked 
salmon w/cream cheese, steak tidbits, petite Quiche Lorraine, beef puffs, international 
cheeses, barbequed chicken wings, ham wAwhite asparagus, assorted cold canapes, 
deviled eggs, stuffed celery and hot Chinese egg rolls. 
SATURDAY 
• Morning sight seeing tour of Historical Philadelphia Visit the restored buildings 
and sites of America's birthplace of Liberty and Freedom. Stops made at Indepen- 
dence Hall, Shrine of the Liberty Bell, Betsy Ross' House, Home of the Stars and 
Stripes and Christ Church and burial ground, where 7 signers of the Declaration of In- 
dependence rest. See and learn about Antique Row, Franklin's Grave, Charming 
Elfreth's Alley, the Port of Philadelphia, and Society Hill with its colonial reconstruc- 
tion. 
• Afternoon free for own activities. 
• Evening football game W&M vs Temple University, ticket to game is included. 
SUNDAY 
• Morning cultural tour of Philadelphia. Travel on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway, 
the grand boulevard leading from City Hall to the Art Museum, past Logan Circle, the 
Academy of Natural Sciences, the Franklin Institute and the Rodin Museum. Special 
visits will be made at the Philadelphia Museum of Art and one of the renowned 
historic houses built by wealthy Philadelphians on the banks of the Schuykill River in 
Fairmount Park, the largest municipal park in the world. At the Museum, trained 
guides conduct a 45 minute tour of the highlights of the magnificent classical 
building with its vast collection of treasures. Then a Park House Guide of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art will take you on a tour through Fairmount Park with its 
famed fountains, sculpture and historic sites and into one of the restored and authen- 
tically furnished 18th and 19th century mansions. These mansions: Cedar Grove, 
Laurel Hill, Lemon Hill, Mount Pleasant, Solitude, Strawberry Mansion, Sweetbriar 
and Woodford, reflect a way of life when Philadelphia was the most important city in 
the British Empire, the birthplace of a nation and the capital of the United States in 
the early years of independence. 
• Pause for lunch. Lunch at your own expense. 
• Afternoon tour of Valley Forge. At Valley Forge, explore Washington's Memorial 
Chapel, where presidents have often worshipped; Washington's 1720 Headquarters 
and the Mt. Joy Observatory Tower offering a view of 50 miles in radius. See many 
statues, monuments and replicas of the huts which sheltered the Continental Army 
during the long, hard winter of 1777/78. Return trip passes many famous schools and 
colleges, the oldest Friends Meeting House and other points of interest. Ample time is 
allowed to take pictures. 
MONDAY 
• Morning tour of Longwood Gardens and Winterthur Museum. Your tour is a 
delightful experience in viewing the endless variety of flowers, shrubs, plants and 
trees from all parts of the world, set in the fantastic and beautiful fountains of 
Longwood Gardens, plus a visit to the fully furnished George Washington Wing of the 
former home of Henry Francis Dupont at Winterthur, Delaware. See the Brandywine 
battlefields and a short stop at the Hagley Museum. 
• A pleasant luncheon at one of the fine restaurants in the area is Included. 
• Evening flight from Philadelphia VIA U.S. Air No. 483 at 6:57 p.m., will arrive in Norfolk 
7:48 p.m. 
Prices include taxes and luggage handling. Tips at each person's discretion. 
For further information, contact and mail deposits to: John Phillips c/o Philadelphia 1981. 
The Society of Alumni, P.O. Box GO, Williamsburg, VA 23185 PHONE (804) 229-1693 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
DEPOSIT: A payment on reservation must be included with the above reservation form to 
guarantee space on this tour. All checks should be made payable to Beach Travel Service Inc. 
and your cancelled check will serve' as your receipt. 
CANCELLATIONS: All cancellations for whatever reason will be subject to a cancellation charge 
of $25.00 per person. Cancellations after August 28, 1981 will be assessed a charge 
equal to the total cost of the tour (tour cost at time of departure), unless the seat(s) can be filled 
from a waiting list. Optional trip cancellation insurance is available upon request. 
RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY: The Society of the Alumni of William and Mary and Beach 
Travel Service, Inc., operator of the tour herewith acts as agent for the owners or contractors 
providing means of transportation or other services, all tickets are issued subject to any and all 
terms and conditions under which means of transportation or other services are offered or 
provided, and the issuance and acceptance of such tickets shall be deemed to be consent for fur- 
ther conditions that the tour operator/wholesaler shall not be or become liable or responsible, in 
any way in connection with such means of transportation or other services for any loss, injury or 
damage to, or in respect to any person or property however caused arising. The airlines concer- 
ned are not to be held responsible for any act, omission or event during the time passengers are 
on board their planes or conveyance. The passage contract in use by the airlines concerned, 
when issued, shall constitute the sole contract between the airlines and purchaser of this tour 
RATES: Rates quoted are based on tariffs and exchange current at the time of the printing of this 
form and are subject to changes therein at or before the time of tour departure. No revisions of the 
printed itinerary or its included features are anticipated; however, the right is reserved to make 
any changes, with or without notice, that might become necessary, with the mutual understanding 
that any additional expenses will be paid by the individual passenger. Baggage is at the owner's 
risk throughout the tour unless insured. The right is reserved to decline, to accept or retain any 
person as a member of these tours at any time. 
PARTICIPATION: This tour is open to all William and Mary alumni and their families and to 
friends of the college. 
DATES: September 4-7, 1981.   $329.00 per person based on double room occupancy. 
am reserving. .spaces for Philadelphia 1981.      I understand that the reservation is confirmed upon receipt of 
payment. Reservations no later than August 28, 1981. If more than one couple, please attach a separate list with com- 
plete information as requested below. PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO BEACH TRAVEL SERVICE INC. AND 
SEND TO PHILADELPHIA 1981, c/o THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI, P.O. BOX GO, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185. 
Name .Class. 
Address 
City   . State. .Zip. 
Telephone Number:  Office    (       )- Home    (       ). 
Single occupancy requested 
If sharing a room with another person. (Name) List names and relationships of all individuals in your group: 
a 
:SStr 
.VA 
., L'.-i 
i ■ Vs..i' ,4'.'~./». 
".'■'' " &T. 
...  <.*,/. 
 I would like information on trip cancellation insurance. 
 I would like information on baggage insurance. 
 I would like assistance in arranging air transportation to Philadelphia. 
Date  Signature  
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Cont. from P. 1 
the Virginia Supreme Court, was 
speaker for the Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law's diploma presenta- 
tion ceremony following commence- 
ment. 
Among the prizes awarded on that 
occasion were the first memberships 
in the Order of the Coif since the 
school was approved for member- 
ship earlier this spring. New mem- 
bers are Albert P. Barker, Brownley 
L. Curtis, William L. Carey, James S. 
Crockett, Robert B. Delano, Jr., 
Pamela Gersh, Stephen M. Griffith, 
Jr., Michael W. Hassell, James G. 
Humphries, John A. Libby, Carolyn 
G. Mann, John M. Martin, III, Edith 
D. Newsom, Jane F. Vehko and 
Kevin R. Vienna. 
John Wallace, acting assistant 
secretary of the Army, addressed the 
ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies in 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall. Distinguished 
military graduates were: Robert A. 
Burrell, Alfred Corbin, Joseph P. 
Crowley, Francis K. Gates, III, John 
S. Harker, Karen M. Lay den, Robert 
W. Oliver, Jr., Charles J. Pedlar, E. 
Suzanne Sale, Steven A. Scott, 
Richard C. Shrank, Cynthia M. 
Skoglund, Robert V. Southern, 
James B. Thompson, Jeffrey G. 
Thompson, and Lance L. Wilson, 
representing cadets from both 
William and Mary and Christopher 
Newport College. 
As its Class Gift this year, the 
graduating class will renovate or re- 
place squash courts, make a dona- 
tion of books for the library, and 
plant a tree to add to the treasure of 
rare species on campus. Bob 
Wagner, class president, explained at 
Commencement that the purpose of 
the gift was "to do something for 
mind, body and soul." 
The recipients of top honors at 
Commencement were Lee James 
Richter of Salem, Va., who won the 
Botetourt Medal for scholarship 
achievement; Lynn Ann Norenberg, 
St. Petersburg, Fla., who received 
the James Frederick Carr Memorial 
Cup for scholarship and leadership; 
and Jennifer Lee Tatnall, Lafayette 
Hill, Pa., and Keith Best, Norwalk, 
Conn., who received the Algernon 
Sydney Sullivan Award, along with 
Irene Slagle, a former college 
"housemother" who is retiring as 
director of the College's sorority 
court and Brown Hall. The Sullivan 
Awards are given to two students 
and one member of the community 
who display characteristics of "heart, 
mind and conduct as evince a spirit 
of love for and helpfulness to other 
men and women." 
Other commencement prizes and 
awards include: 
Alpha Lambda Delta: Award for the 
graduating senior member with the 
highest average - Rebecca Anne 
Miller. 
School of Business: Wayne F. Gibbs 
Senior Prize for the highest under- 
graduate average in accounting ~ 
Barry Joseph Sharp. 
Chemistry: American Institute of 
Chemists Achievement Award — 
Spencer Alan Pugh; Virginia Section 
of the American Chemical Society 
Student Award — Lee James Richter. 
English: The Dr. Murray 
Braderman Borish Prize ~ Maryclaire 
Maroney; Glenwood Clark Fiction 
Prize — Brent Allen Cirves; Tiberius 
Gracchus Jones Literary Prize — 
Brent Allen Cirves; Goronwy Owen 
Poetry Prize — Crista Ruth Cabe; 
Howard Scammon Drama Prize — 
Margaret Claire Stephens. 
Fine Arts: Society of the Alumni 
Prizes—Erin Osborne, Marsha Vay- 
vada, Bill Fisher, Valerie Williams, 
Jean McCarthy. 
Government: W. Warner Moss 
Award — David Thomas Mclntyre. 
History: Richard L. Morton Award 
~ Richard A. Ifft; William E. Fraley 
Award — Janis M. Gibbs, Ronald 
Frederic Wright, Jr. 
Music: The Anna Belle K. Nimmo 
Scholarship — Rashna Dinshaw Con- 
tractor; The Carl A. Fehr Music 
Scholarship — David Berlin Eye, 
Steven Bergman Munson, Laurinda 
Leigh Nicholson, Alice Louise 
Rowland; Aurelia B. Walford 
Scholarships in Classical Music ~ 
Kathryn Lynn Geralds, Alice Louise 
Rowland, Laurinda Leigh Nicholson. 
Theatre and Speech: Prentice Hall 
Award — Anne Marie Huschle, 
Nancy Blanche Alderson; Albert E. 
Haak Award — Thomas Jay Hickey. 
Physical Education — Men: L. 
Tucker Jones Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to the Intramural Pro- 
gram — Bryant Mayes Marks, Jr.; 
Athletic Educational Foundation 
Award for the Outstanding Senior 
Male Intercollegiate Athlete — 
Stephen Edward McNamee, William 
H. Pincus. 
Physical Education — Women: Ath- 
letic Educational Foundation Award 
for the Outstanding Female Inter- 
collegiate Athlete — Lynn Ann 
Norenberg, Nancy Elaine Scott. 
President Graves presented Lynn Ann Norenberg, a member of Phi Beta Kappa 
and an All-American basketball player, with the James Frederick Carr Cup, sym- 
bolic of the top all-around in the areas of leadership and scholarship. 
The Marshall-Wythe School of Law held its traditional diploma presentation in Phi Beta Kappa Hall following 
the general college Commencement in William and Mary Hall. Dean William B. Spong Jr. introduced the 
Honorable Lawrence I'Anson '28 (seated at far left), retired chief justice of the Virginia Supreme Court, who 
addressed the graduates. 
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Prior to Commencement four alumni, who are also members of the Board of Visitors, pause for a moment 
before the procession begins. Left to right are Aubrey L. Mason '47, Anne Dobie Peebles '44, Robert S. 
Hornsby '41, '49 BCL, and Harriet Nachman Storm '64. 
Commencement Weekend proved a busy time for ]. Wilfred Lambert, the former dean of 
students and professor of psychology. In addition to receiving an honorary degree on 
Sunday, his portrait was unveiled by his daughter and son at a black-tie dinner on the 
previous evening. Arthur B. Hanson '39, '40 BCL (left, top photo) headed a committee 
which raised the money for the portrait, painted by David Silvette. Mrs. Lambert joined 
Dean Lambert at the dinner in a conversation with President Graves. 
COMMENCEMENT 1981 
"I do believe that you owe America something, that what you owe 
it is to meditate on your blessings — or our blessings. 
"We know — you know — that man was born to be free. To the 
end that we should remain so, I know that you will dedicate 
yourselves." 
William F. Buckley, }r. 
W^Wm^iM^i 
Above, John E. Wallace, assistant secretary of the Army, 
addresses the ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies in Phi Beta. 
Kappa Hall. At right, Dr. Wayne Kernodle, chief marshal, places 
the honorary doctor of humane letters hood on Buckley after his 
address*, to the graduating students. Below, William and Mary 
Hall is filled to capacity with graduating seniors and their family 
and friends. 
Dr. Edward E. Brickell '50 
Graves joined with the honon 
University, f. Wilfred Lamber 
Hayes, and Commencement S 
■■■■i HMBH^^^^^H 
COMMENCEMENT 1981 
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"I do believe that you owe America something, that what you owe 
it is to meditate on your blessings — or our blessings. 
"We know — you know — that man was born to be free. To the 
end that we should remain so, I know that you will dedicate 
yourselves/' „ „ ■     ■     T William F. Buckley, Jr. 
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Above, John E. Wallace, assistant secretary of the Army, 
addresses the ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies in Phi Beta. 
Kappa Hall. At right, Dr. Wayne Kernodle, chief marshal, places 
the honorary doctor of humane letters hood on Buckley after his 
address^ to Hie graduating students. Belozu, William and Mary 
Hall is filled to capacity with graduating seniors and their family 
and friends. 
President Graves presented one of three Sullivan 
awards to Irene Slagle, former College housemother who 
is retiring as director of the College's Sorority Court and 
Brown Hall. 
Dr. Edward E. Brickell '50, 70 ACEA, 73 EEd., rector of the college (left), and President 
Graves joined with the honorary degree recipients (left to right) Edmund S. Morgan of Yale 
University, ]. Wilfred Lambert, long-time dean of students at the College, Actress Helen 
Hayes, and Commencement Speaker William F. Buckley, Jr. 
Photos by Thomas L. Williams and Mark Von Wehrden. 
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A New Season of Shakespeare 
Virginia Shakespeare Festival Enters Fourth Year on Firm Footing 
With the momentum of its first 
profitable season in its brief history, 
the Virginia Shakespeare Festival is 
ready to launch its fourth season in 
July with two veteran theatre direc- 
tors. 
Artistic director Kent Thompson 
'75 has selected Gavin Cameron- 
Webb of St. Louis to direct the 
Festival's production of "Julius 
Caesar" and Thomas Gruenewald of 
New York to direct "The Tempest." 
Thompson will direct the Festival's 
third presentation, "Two Gentlemen 
of Verona." 
Cameron-Webb, a British director, 
recently completed his fourth year as 
head of the actor training program at 
Webster College in St. Louis, where 
he worked with the Loretto-Hilton 
Repertory Company, a major regio- 
nal theater in St. Louis. Gruenewald 
is a widely-acclaimed New Yorker 
who has directed at regional theatres 
such as New York's Hudson Guild 
Theatre, the American Place Theater, 
and the Phoenix; the Arena Stage in 
Washington, D.C.; and the Guthrie 
Theatre. 
Last year, for the first time, the 
Festival, which will be performed 
nightly, except Mondays, in Phi Beta 
Kappa Hall from July 9 through 
August 16, turned a small profit with 
the help of a major promotional 
effort by the College. After the 
season ended, the College 
announced a long-term commitment 
to the Festival. 
The College continued to increase 
its support this year with the estab- 
lishment of the Lord Chamberlain 
Society, a group of private donors 
headed by Robert S. Hornsby '41> '49 
BCL, and his wife Lois. The Society 
has raised approximately $7,000 in 
private gifts to support the Festival. 
Thompson, who has been asso- 
ciated with the Festival since its 
modest beginning in the summer of 
1978, held auditions in several cities, 
including New York, to select the 
actors and actresses for this year's 
productions. He has promised "three 
completely different worlds on the 
stage this summer," with three 
brand-new, specifically designed sets 
to fit the exotic settings of each 
production, as well as lavish period 
costumes, and even some special 
stage effects. 
The 1981 season opens Thursday 
July 9 with "Julius Caesar," 
Shakespeare's political tragedy set 
against the turmoil and splendor of 
ancient Rome. 
"The Tempest," which opens 
Tuesday, July 14, will provide the 
greatest artistic and technical chal- 
lenge ever encountered by the com- 
pany. The play begins with the 
terrible storm, and Thompson says 
he hopes to use pyrotechnics and 
other effects to take the audience 
into the mystical world of an unin- 
habited island. 
"As far as we know,  'The 
Tempest' is based on the experi- 
ences of settlers enroute to the 
struggling colony of Jamestown in 
1609," says Thompson. The colo- 
nists' ship, the Sea Venture, was 
shipwrecked in the Bermudas, and 
several survivors wandered the de- 
serted islands for months until they 
were rescued. 
Helen Hayes, the first lady of the American theater, beams at a ceremony in the 
Great Hall of the Wren Building during Commencement Weekend, at which she 
became the Honorary Chairman of the Lord Chamberlain Society of the Virginia 
Shakespeare Festival. At left is Kent Thompson 75, artistic director for the 
Festival which begins its fourth season with a performance of "Julius Caesar" on 
July 9. Thompson has been with the Festival since its beginning. 
The survivors told of their exotic 
adventures when they returned to 
England, and evidence indicates that 
Shakespeare used some of the 
accounts to fashion his magical and 
enduring tale. 
" 'The Tempest' reorients us~ 
particularly here in Williamsburg—to 
what this continent must have 
seemed like in 1609 to the Euro- 
peans," says Thompson. They were 
possessed with the idea that the 
New World was either a paradise or 
a demon-filled magic place." With 
Shakespeare's touch, "The Tempest" 
becomes a little of both. 
Rounding out the six-week season 
is "Two Gentlemen of Verona," 
scheduled to open Friday, July 17. 
Also included in the more diverse 
1981 season are special programs for 
the public. The Festival will hold 
matinee performances especially for 
children which will include a short 
explanation of the play, introduction 
of the actors and their characters and 
a backstage tour. 
Tickets for individual perform- 
ances are $8 for the orchestra sec- 
tion, $6 for the main floor and $4 for 
the balcony. All children's tickets are 
one-half the adult price. For ticket 
information, group rates and reser- 
vations, call the Festival box office at 
(804) 253-4469. 
1981 W&M Football Ordor Form 
(Please Print) 
NAME   __ 
ADDRESS. 
CITY  STATE ZIP 
.HOME PH. OFFICE PH  
DID YOU ORDER SEASON TICKETS IN 1980? 
 Yes  No 
 Enclosed is my check or money order for my 
football tickets. 
Return Order Form To: FOOTBALL TICKETS 
P.O. BOX 399 
WILLIAMS8URG. VA 23185 
Make Checks Payable To: 
Master Card No  
VISA No.  
Expiration Date 
Signature 
TICKET OFFICE PHONE (804) 253-4492 
BEST SEATS AVAILABLE AT GARY FIELD GO TO SEASON TICK LET HOLDERS 
SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM NO. PRICE TOTAL » 
•» 
s 
Sidelines AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG. HH, II $40 
tndZones4,6, 7,9 $20 
INDIVIDUAL GAME ONLY                                          SIDELINE END ZONE 
i 
Date Game NO. PRICE NO. PRICE TOTAL 
Sept. 12 Miami (Ohio) $9.00 $5.00 
Oct. 17 Marshall $9.00 $5.00 
... CK;t:,„ 3J[ James Madison $9.00 $5.00 
Nov.    7 Harvard (HC) $9.00 $5.00 
Nov. 21 Richmond $9.00 $5.00 
sept,   b Temple* — Philadelphia $ 9 
> 
* > 
Sept. 19 Va. Tech — Blacksburg $10 
Sept. 26 VMI — Lexington $ 9 
Oct.  10 Dartmouth— Hanover, N.H. $ 8 
Oct. 24 Navy— Annapolis $10 
Nov.  14 East Carolina — Greenville $ 9 
Postage and Insurance $1.00 
*7:30Kickoff TOTAL 
Chairs 
Boston Rocker (Medallion/ebony) $150.00 
Boston Rocker (Coat of Arms/all ebony)   120.00 
Captain's Chair (Medallion/cherry arms)   155.00 
Captain's Chair (Coat of Arms/cherry arms) 125.00 
Hitchcock Chair (Millington Scene)  245.00 
Chair Cushions (Green)   14.85 
The Society is pleased to add two 
new items to the Botetourt Boutique: 
Pewter Jewelry and Insulators. The 
jewelry is hand-crafted pewter set 
on surgical steel posts. Indian Logo 
Earrings: $5.00/pair, Indian Logo Tie 
Tac/Lapel Pin: $4.00/each, Indian 
Logo Necklace with 18" chain: 
$5.50/each. Coat-of-Arms Tie Tac/ 
Lapel Pin: $4.00/each, Coat-of-Arms 
Necklace with 18" chain: $5.50/each. 
Perfect inexpensive gift items. 
Neckties 
W&M Coat of Arms (Navy/Green & Gold Stripes) ... 15.00 
W&M Coat of Arms (Navy/Silver & Gold Stripes) ... 15.00 
W&M Coat of Arms (Green/Silver & Gold Stripes) ... 15.00 
W&M Coat of Arms (Wine/Green & Gold Stripes)   ... 15.00 
W&M Feather Logo (Navy, Dk. Green) 15.00 
W&M Cipher (Dk. Green) 15.00 
These attractive insulators come in 
off-white with dark green print. One 
side features the Indian Logo and 
the other the William and Mary 
Coat-of-Arms. These foam plastic 
insulators keep drinks hot or cold 
much longer than the ordinary 
styrofoam kiad—and they're un- 
breakable. When dirty, simply toss 
into the washing machine! Great for 
summer cookouts and the beach. 
Price: $1.25/ea., or 6 for $6.95. 
Jewelry 
Belt Buckle's 
"Fighting Virginians"   14.50 
William and Mary Monogram  14.50 
BlazerButtons,goldfilled/enamelcoatofarms 20.50 
Cipher Charms, silver : 14.00 
Cipher pierced Earrings, silver   12.00 
Cipher Necklaces, silver 26.00 
Cipher Pins, silver   20.00 
Cipher Tie Tac, silver 14.00 
Cufflinks, gold-filled/enamel coat of arms  12.00 
Stick pin, gold-filled/enamel coat of arms 9.00 
Blazer Badge 16.00 
Decorative Items for the Home 
Crewel Kit (Coat of Arms)   18.00 
Cross Stitch Kit (Wren Building design)   5.00 
Cross Stitch Kit (OWJ Logo) 5.00 
Cross Stitch Kit (Wren Building design)   5.00 
Needlepoint Kit (Coat of Arms)   .. 28.95 
Trivet, brass King William Queen Mary cipher   23.50 
Harris Print (Wren Building) 8.00 
Millington Print (Old Campus)   4.00 
Stained Glass Coat of Arms 18.50 
Books 
American Excursion, by J.E. Morpurgo   15.00 
Present State of Virginia (paperback) 1.75 
Their Majesties' Rcyall Colledge, by J.E. Morpurgo 25.00 
The Story of The Royal Charter of the College of William and Mary (paperback)  1.50 
JAMES G. DRIVER FOODS 
ROCKINGHAM SMOKED TURKEYS* 
Weights range from 8-12 lbs.; PRICE: $2.85; Add 
$4.50 postage and handling per turkey. 
GENUINE SMITHFIELD HAMS* 
Cooked hams range from 9 to 12 lbs; raw from 12 to 16 
lbs. 
BAKED HAMS: $4.75 lb.; RAW HAMS: $3.50 lb.; Add 
$4.50 postage and handling per ham. 
SMITHFIELD HOSTESS BOX 
Contains 2 jars of sliced, baked ham and 3 jars of 
deviled ham. PRICE: $14.50; Add $2.50 postage and 
handling per box. 
SMITHFIELD BACON* 
PRICE: $3.00 lb.; Add $4.50 postage and handling per 
slab. Weights available from 7-9 lbs. 
SALT ROE HERRING 
Keg of 5 lbs. of Herring, $10.95; Add $2.50 postage and 
handling per keg. 
HUB'S HOMECOOKED PEANUTS 
PRICE: $7.50 per can; Add $2.25 postage and handling 
per can. 
VA. SHELLED PEANUTS 
3 lb. bag: $3.90; 5 lb. bag: $6.50; Add $2.25 postage and 
handling per bag. 
Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. 
*Specified weights of Rockingham Smoked Turkeys and 
Smithfield Hams and Bacon may vary. If variance exceeds one 
pound above or below the requested weight, purchaser will be 
billed or reimbursed for the cost difference. 
r ~i Mail to:    The Botetourt Boutique 
James G. Driver Foods 
P.O. Box GO 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 
Item Description Quantity Size Price Total 
Please use for food or gift orders. 
Please charge to my Master Charge [    ]    VISA [    ] 
Card no.  
Interbank no. 
(MC only) 
Signature   
Exp. date 
Sales tax if applicable . 
Service charge . 
Total enclosed 
Name. 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO "SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI." 
 Class  
[    ] These items are gifts and should have gift card enclosed and shipped 
to persons indicated in order blank. 
[    ] Ship immediately. 
[    [ Ship in order to arrive on or about  
(Date) 
Address 
Ship To . 
Address 
Service charge is SI.50 for each item ordered except chairs, unless otherwise indicated. 
Chairs will be shipped freight collect, or if picked up at the Alumni House, will be 
charged S10.00. The price of the Hitchcock chair includes all freight charges. For all 
items delivered in Virginia, please add 4% sales tax. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for 
delivery on all items except chairs, which require 10 to 12 weeks for delivery. 
Every product is guaranteed as represented, and a full refund will be made on any 
unsatisfactory item if promptly returned. 
._] 
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RESERVATION INFORMATION: 
REUNION CLASSES—Members of the Classes of 1936, '41, '46, '51, '56, '61, '66, '71 and '76 will be receiving further 
information about the weekend, including reservation forms for all weekend events in separate class mailings 
during the summer. Weekend room reservations may be made by using the form below, if you do not wish to make 
all reservations at one time. 
NON-REUNION CLASSES — All non-reunion class members (INCLUDING ALL MEMBERS OF THE OLDE 
GUARDE) should use the Room Reservation Form below to secure their weekend room reservations, in blocks of 
rooms being held by the Alulmni office. 
Classes of 1939 and 1940 will receive separate reunion packets from their reunion committees. 
Reservation forms for all other Homecoming events will be in the September Alumni Gazette. 
IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, YOU MAY CONTACT THE ALUMNI OFFICE BY WRITING TO THE 
SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI, P.O. BOX GO, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23135 OR BY CALLING 804-229-1693. 
REUNION CLASS REST 
AND RECOVERY AREAS 
Olde Guarde - Hospitality House 
1936 (45th) - Holiday Inn West 
1939 (42nd) - Motor House 
1940 (41st) - Motor House 
1941 (40th) - Motor House 
1946 (35th) - Brickhouse Tavern and Motor House 
1951 (30th) - Holiday Inn East 
1956 (25th) - Hospitality House 
1961 (20th) - Lord Paget 
1966 (15th) - Lord Paget 
1971 (10th) - Mt. Vernon Motor Lodge 
1976 (5th) - Howard Johnson's 
Order of the White Jacket - Holiday Inn West 
Non-Reunion Classes - Sheraton Motor Inn 
ROOM RESERVATION FORM 
Please send your room reservation form to the Society of the Alumni, P.O. Box GO, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 
Please make HOMECOMING 1981 ROOM RESERVATIONS for me at  
(Class Motel) 
Other Motel (specify). Number of persons  
Arrival Date Departure Date . Number of rooms required  
Confirmations will be mailed to you by the motel. To insure your room you must conform with the deposit require- 
ments of that motel. 
Name. 
Street 
City — 
Class 
State Zip 
Phone (Bus.) 
(Area code) 
(Res.) 
(Area code) 
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Alumni Chapter Meetings 
RICHMOND 
Wednesday, 3 June 1981 
(Raindate, 10 June) 
6:30 p.m. 
The Richmond Chapter's 
ANNUAL PICNIC will be held at the 
Virginia Power Boat Assoc. Club, 
4051 Old Gun Road. Beer, hot dogs, 
and chips will be provided - bring a 
covered side dish, salad, or dessert. 
Free to current students and dues- 
paying alumni with spouse or date. 
Reservations and dues ($5) are being 
taken by Donna Byrd '77, 203 Seneca 
Road, Richmond, VA 23226. 
GEORGIA 
Friday, 5 June 1981 
6:30 p.m. 
Georgia alumni are going to the 
ball game: the Atlanta Braves vs the 
world champion Philadelphia Phillies 
at the Atlanta Stadium. The pot luck 
supper will be at the Picnic Patio, 
adjacent to the 3rd base dugout. 
Bring a dish for 6 to 8 - meat, salad/ 
vegetable, or dessert - beverages 
may be purchased. Ticket charge is 
$7.50 (adults and children), reserved 
tickets to be picked up at the "will 
call" booth. For information and 
ticket reservations call Ron Williams 
'63 at (404)289-0211. 
DETROIT 
Sunday, 7 June 1981 
2:00 p.m. 
The 3rd annual OLD DOMINION 
DAY PICNIC will be at the Uni- 
versity/Liggett Playground and Field 
House on Cook Road (near Chal- 
fonte), Grosse Pointe Woods, MI. 
Charge for alumni is $6 per person, 
$3 per student, $2 per child, and free 
for incoming students. For informa- 
tion call Bill Smith '44 at (313) 
964-2161 (Ofc), 884-3412 (Res.). 
NEW YORK CITY 
Wednesday, 10 June 1981 
7:00 to 10:00 p.m. 
Old Dominion alumni are joining 
together for A MOONLIGHT 
CRUISE & A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC 
around Manhattan. Boarding will be 
at 6:30 p.m. at Pier 83 (foot of West 
43rd St.); parking available at pier 
for $3.50. Pack a picnic and BYOL. 
Ice, soft drinks, beer, hot dogs, and 
sandwiches may be purchased on 
board. Table can be rented for $2.00 
on the boat. Advance reservation 
tickets are $10.00 singles/$18.00 
couples. If still available, tickets may 
be purchased for $15.00 per person 
at the pier. Checks made payable to 
"Virginia Council of Colleges" 
should be sent to David Dowler, 
Madison Fund, Inc., 885 Second 
Avenue, NYC 10017. For information 
call Joe Gatti '64 at (516) 536-3913 
(Res.), or (212) 750-6582 (Ofc). 
ST. LOUIS 
Friday, 12 June 1981 
6:00 p.m. 
Alumni of the St. Louis area are 
meeting for cocktails and dinner at 
the Whittemore House, 6440 Forsyth 
Blvd., St. Louis. A choice of two 
dinner entrees will be available: 
Boneless Breast of Chicken with 
Sauce Bordelaise, $10.75 per person, 
and New York Strip Steak, $15.00 
per person. Price includes complete 
meal and gratuity. Cocktails, $1.50 
per drink payable at the door. An 
audio-visual show from the College 
Admissions Office will be shown 
after dinner. For more information 
call Tom Clark '76 at (314) 225-6563 
(Res.). 
CHICAGO 
Monday, 22 June 1981 
5:45 p.m. 
The Chicago Chapter is offering a 
private group lecture and tour of the 
much-acclaimed SEARCH FOR 
ALEXANDER while it is on loan at 
the Art Institute. The group will 
meet at the Columbus Drive entrance 
for the lecture in the auditorium. 
The private tour of the exhibit will 
begin at 6:45 p.m. The cost is $6.00 
per person. Plan to join the others 
for dinner afterwards. Make reserva- 
tions before June 15th with Beth 
Stoneburg '74: (312) 549-1574 (Res.), 
353-1897 (Ofc). 
NORTHERN NECK 
Wednesday, 24 June 1981 
7:00 p.m. 
Alumni of the Northern Neck 
Chapter are meeting at Lowery's 
Restaurant in Warsaw for cocktails 
and dinner. Guest speaker will be 
Gary Ripple, Dean of Admissions at 
the College. Also invited are current 
W&M students and incoming fresh- 
men. Further details to follow by 
chapter mailing. For information call 
Bryan Chandler '68 at (804) 493-8901 
(Ofc), 493-4433 (Res.). 
BALTIMORE/ANNAPOLIS 
Saturday, 25 July 1981 
The second annual GET- 
ACQUAINTED PICNIC will again be 
held at Patapsco State Park. Check 
your calendar and watch for chapter 
mailing. For more information call 
Bill Lindlaw '78 at (301) 628-0186 
(Res.) or 244-5889 (Ofc.) 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA 
Tuesday, 22 September 1981 
10:00 a.m. 
The chapter has arranged a special 
cour of the State Department (no 
charge) and a luncheon at the Smith- 
sonian. Bus arrangements will be 
made. Look for chapter mailing 
during the summer with calendar of 
events. For more information call 
Bobbie Ramsey Brooks '58 at (703) 
323-6264 or Marge Huff Brown '54 at 
451-3731. 
WILLIAM AND MARY VISITS THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE 
Presented by The Society of the Alumni 
The College of William and Mary 
for members & their families & friends 
SEPTEMBER 26 - OCTOBER 5, 1981 
$1695.00 Per Person, Double Occupancy 
$ 125.00 Single Supplement 
A unique opportunity to explore the beautiful English Countryside and to visit its lovely manor homes, castles and gardens. 
Private receptions and dinners at several outstanding estates. Full day to enjoy the charming Cotswold villages. Two nights each 
in Stratford-on-Avon, Bath and Midhurst. One night each in Hertfordshire and London. Optional extension in London. 
Your trip includes: Round trip transportation via British Airways from Washington Dulles International Airport to London, Apex 
fare; Breakfast and Lunch or Dinner daily; Deluxe and First Class hotel accommodations; Deluxe chartered motorcoach; all visits 
and sightseeing as described in brochure; all transfers, baggage handling, tips and taxes. 
For further information and brochure, contact and mail deposits to: THE ALUMNI EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL CLUB, The Society 
of the Alumni, P.O. Box GO, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185. Phone: (804) 229-1693. 
General Information - Deposit: A deposit of $300.00 per person must be included with the reservation form below. All checks 
should be made payable to The Society of the Alumni. HNAL. PAYMENT DUE AUGUST 14, 1981. 
Rates: Tour costs based on a minimum of 25 persons and on tariffs in effect September, 1980, and are subject to change in accord- 
ance with 1981 tariffs, if necessary. 
CANCELLATIONS: All cancellations will be subject to a charge of $25. Cancellations after August 14 will be subject to further fees 
as imposed by hotels and tour operators as necessary. 
Reservation Form: I/We are reserving 
amount of $300.00 per person, payable to The Society of the Alumni. 
NAME(S) ,  
ADDRESS  STATE 
spaces for the 1981 English Countryside Tour. Please make checks in the 
CLASS  
ZIP CODE 
TELEPHONE:    Home .  
Twin    (    )                                         Single   (    )       Roommate 
Smoking    (    )   Non-Smoking   (   )   Passport #  
Business 
#_ London Extension (    ) 
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Alumni Notes 
25 Mrs. J. Stuart White (L. Helen Smith) 140 Towne Square Drive 
Newport News, Va. 23607 
Finally, our long awaited warm/hot days 
have arrived! 
Tony Everett has recently returned from a 
beautiful weekend at Nag's Head. He writes 
of the quietness one finds there especially in 
the spring and fall. He recalls the recent 
International Scottish Festival of Arts held in 
Norfolk and relates the pleasure of meeting 
Lady Dunmore of Scotland who was an 
honored guest. He also brings to memory 
that it was her husband's ancester, Lord 
Dunmore, who burned Norfolk during the 
Revolution. He then adds - "However, after 
all these years all is forgiven and Lady 
Dunmore is an 'Honorary Citizen of 
Norfolk'." Tony is busy with his garden and 
says, "Days of retirement go swiftly by and it 
is only when I realize I am of the Class of '25 
do I know I'm getting old — but enjoying 
each day." 
I received a card from one of our class- 
mates, written so finely that my aging eyes 
cannot read it. It bears no signature - only 
three initials - and the card bears no 
postmark, therefore, I regret to say I cannot 
use the news for which I am not apologetic. 
Dot and Red Campbell, our world 
travelers, are still on the move! They write, 
"We had a good winter in Horida even 
though the temperature was cooler than 
normal." They spent Christmas at home, 
"first time in years," but it was a very special 
reason. It was to be with their first great 
grandson on his first Christmas. And also, 
they shared his first birthday on February 
28th, although it was actually on the 29th. 
Now, that is a great way to solve staying 
young, be a Leap Year baby. Prior to that 
they had been to attend an Engineers 
Symposium in Winston-Salem, N.C., where 
Red was an honored guest. As they began 
their treck homeward they stopped to visit 
Liz and Vernon Nunn on Jekyll Island and 
enjoyed a delightful visit with them. The last 
of'May they were planning to enjoy the 
mountains of North Carolina after which 
they will be home in Aiken. 
From Vemon Nunn it was good news to 
hear that he and Liz had a most pleasant stay 
of three months on Jekyll Island and that the 
highlight of the whole thing was the visit by 
Dot and Red. They "met another alumnus, 
Stan Kamen, '39, and his lovely wife. They 
I were disappointed not to see Bill and 
'. Elizabeth Gravely. Vernon reports that The 
Class of '25 Memorial Fund stands at 
$12,140.75, and "now is ready to assist a 
deserving William and Mary student in 
reaching the rising educational costs." He 
adds, "Of course, the Fund will be pleased 
to receive additional gifts." He concludes in 
another vein, "Liz continues to have her 
problem with arthritis, but a wheelchair has 
increased the scope of her travels and she 
enjoys her volunteer work and travel." 
Alice Clay Hall called from San Antonio 
to wish us a Happy Easter. I regret I was not 
in, and hence, missed speaking with her, but 
Stuart  had  a  nice  chat.  Alice,  I  was in 
convention in Roanoke. It was my loss not to 
be here. It is such a joy always to hear your 
voice and I feel thoroughly cheated to have 
been out of the city. 
Mathilda Crawford Whitehouse, writing 
from Hingham, on April 14, reports that 
"after having a few days of spring," the 
temperature was then 32°. She had attended 
a very pleasant morning coffee the week 
before given for the ladies of the Hingham 
Historical Society who assist as hostesses at 
the Old Ordinary for the summer. Approxi- 
mately 25-30 were present. Suddenly she 
realized as she glanced around that there 
were four alumnae from the College - 
Frances Endicott, Prisdlla Nickerson Hoxie, 
Mathilda's sister, Evelyn Crawford Cheney, 
and of course, Mathilda. She then added, 
"Elizabeth Walmsley and I are busy, as 
usual, making plans to be at College for 
Homecoming. I am thinking of Amtrak - if 
it's still running. Have a lovely summer and I 
hope to see you in the fall." 
Caroline Sinclair has experienced "a full 
and exciting life" of late she has spent a large 
part of her time in going into the preserva- 
tion of "Rosewell" ruins, and preparing for 
the 1981 Bicentennial Celebration. She 
writes, 'There will be much to see and hear 
on both sides of the York River, October 
16-19. She continues, "Rosewell is to be 
open this Garden Week for the first time 
ever. The massive ruins are most spectacular 
and one preservation program is well 
underway, but it is a long-time project!" She 
closes with "Greetings to all." Thank you, 
Caroline, for updating us on Rosewell. I am 
confident many will wish to visit this lovely, 
historic site. 
My "Pen Pal," Jim Somerville, alway.. 
livens our column with an experience of 
by-gone days. Here is his latest, "Dear Pen 
Pal Helen, the Saint, saintly because you 
devote hours and days spreading joyous 
words and words of sympathy and comfort 
to our large group. And you enable us to 
revive memories of campus days of yore. 
"I never cease to marvel at the mentality of 
freshmen and sophomores. Consider this 
college tale of coke and pot. That's COKE for 
COLA, and POT for POTHOLE. Never too 
late for a giggle! 
"My esteemed first cousin, Johnny 
Marshall, '26, and I were born on Hampton 
Avenue near your beautiful childhood home 
in Newport News. He was two weeks older. 
We could have been freshmen together, but 
Re elected to clerk in a local law firm for one 
year before matriculating. We became room- 
mates, Johnny, the frosh, Jimmy, the 
learned sophomore. After classes every 
Friday we usually headed for our homes in 
Newport News for home food and home- 
town social capers. 
"A truck driver friend furnished classy 
limousine service in his Coca Cola truck 
operating between Newport News and 
Williamsburg. On a fine Friday we were 
boarding our limousine. Johnny elected to sit 
on the tailgate for reasons of scenery and 
easy access to free cola. But, mysteriously 
when we arrived in Newport News Johnn; 
was missing! Later, when dining at home in 
style, my mother inquired whether Johnn} 
came home. I said, 'He tried, but h«' 
disappeared off the back of a truck. That's al 
I know.' Bestowing on me a look calculated 
to heap pity on a sophomore mentality, shi 
telephoned the Marshall home. The missinf 
person answered in person. Dear mother, 
his loving aunt, said, 'Jimmy tells me yoi. 
disappeared off the back of a truck. Wha! 
happened?' Secretive answer: 'Not much. 
Loving aunt, 'Did you have an accident? 
Secretive John, 'Not exactly. The truck hit ;i 
pothole and I bounced into a pothole. That'- 
all.' Loving aunt, Then what happened? 
Answer: 1 thumbed another ride right away 
with a bottle of cola.' Loving aunt: 'An' 
hurts or pain?' Answer: 'Well, the fellow 
drank my cola'." 
'This will remind you that Duke cf 
Gloucester Street was unpaved in those 
days. Remember the mud and dust? 
Happily, the bounce into the pothole did V. 
no harm. He became captain of the tennis 
team, became a lawyer, and married his 
classmate, the Virginia Beach beauty, Kitty 
Myrick, '26. I am the cupid who introduced 
the two. Kitty has always been cuter than a 
kitty. Incidentally, John descended from 
Chief Justice John Marshall, one of our 
alumni. The latter had eleven children, we 
hear. Quite a quota. 
"Carry on. Down with pot. Up with cola, 
with a touch of longevity rum perhaps. 
Yours for longevity, J.W.S." 
Thanks, Jim, for this clever, clever story! 
John was a great kid, a greater alumnus^and 
an even greater attorney. I would like to add 
he had a wonderful mother and she was one 
of my very early teachers and how I did love 
and admire her. I quite agree, John married a 
beautiful girl - and she still is as pretty and 
sweet as ever. You really were a great cupid. 
Thanks, Jim, for coming through with such 
an interesting story from many angles. 
As for Stuart and me - Well, I left him for 
the first time in almost the 13 years we have 
been married to attend the Virginia Federa- 
tion of Women's Clubs Convention in 
Re '.noke. Upon my return he had planted 
two gardens of lovely flowers as a surprise 
for me ~ and it truly was one of the nicest 
surprises I ever experienced. His love is 
roses, so again this early spring he put in 
about six more bushes. To my utter surprise 
a few days ago when I came down to break- 
fast, the most gorgeous deep red velvet- 
like rose smiled up at me! As is Stuart's 
custom, as long as the roses are in bloom, 
one is placed at my plate each morning but I 
had no idea any had opened. It was a huge 
bud and opened to no less than six inches 
across - a real specimen! This has been a very 
full and challenging year for me as I come to 
the close of my year as President of The 
Women's Club of Hilton Village. May brings 
our much-looked-forward-to Spring 
Luncheon at the Warwick Yacht Club. Then 
comes June, the beginning of my second 
year as president. My Board of Governors is 
the best anyone could ever have and the 
members of our club cannot possibly be 
equalled. And may I add, but for Stuart's 
cooperation and enthusiasm, I could not 
possibly have come through so well. 
May the summer bring happy hours as 
you relax on the beach, in the mountains or 
out on the waterways, wherever it is may the 
journey be a safe one. Don't forget to make 
that reservation for Homecoming? Your 
classmate, Helen. 
Dalton, Baber Honored 
Governor John N. Dalton '53 and Brigadier General James A. Baber '52 of the 
Virginia National Guard have been named to the "Roster of Distinguished Graduates" 
by the Department of Military Science at William and Mary. The induction of the 
Governor and General Baber, a Richmond attorney, at an April ceremony inaugurated 
the distinguished graduates program which will be increased in years to come from the 
ranks of the several hundred officers in the Active Army, Army Reserve, and 
National Guard who have graduated from William and Mary ROTC program and 
have distinguished themselves in the service of their country. 
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PROMINENT ATTORNEY RECEIVES 
MARSHALL-WYTHE MEDALLION 
Edward Bennett Williams, one of the most renowned and 
respected trial lawyers in the nation, is the 1981 recipient of the 
Marshall-Wythe Medallion given by the Marshall-Wythe School 
of Law. Williams, senior partner in the Washington law firm, 
Williams & Connolly, received the award at the annual law 
school faculty dinner. 
The Marshall-Wythe Medallion was commissioned in 1966 for 
presentation by the School of Law to selected leaders of the legal 
profession in the United States and abroad. The recipient is 
nominated by vote of the faculty and invited to campus for the 
presentation. 
DONALD SNOOK '61 
PUBLISHES BOOK 
/. Donald Snook Jr. '67, administrator for St. 
Mary's Hospital in Philadelphia, is the author of a 
neio book, "Hospitals: What They Are and How They 
Work." The book is described as the first and only 
practical guide to the inner workings of today's 
modern hospital. A graduate of the Wharton School 
at the University of Pennsylvania, Snook teaches in 
the graduate programs of two universities in the 
Philadelphia area. 
^ ' J    M. Carl Andrews 
/     /     2814 Crystal Spring Avenue, NW 
^"" '        Roanoke, Va. 24014 
Our classmate and good friend, Dr. Lee B. 
Todd, suffered a mini-stroke early in April. 
He was in the University of Virginia Hospital 
for a week and then went back home to 
Quinwood, VV.Va. Our good thoughts and 
best wishes are with you, Doctor. 
There is no more class news for this issue. 
Not a soul sent anything to me. Sorry, 
because I enjoy writing for the Gazette. 
33 
29 Macon C. Sammons Box 206 Shawsville, Va. 24162 
It has been my pleasure to report to you 
the news from the Class for many years, but 
recently there has been no news to report, 
since no classmate has written in since the 
last issue. We hope this trend will not 
continue and we will not be without class 
news anymore. If some classmate would like 
to take over as Class Reporter, please let me 
know and I will be happy to work with you. I 
would welcome your comments concerning 
the above and in the meantime, please let 
the news roll in. You make up the column 
and without your news, there can be no 
column about your Classmates. 
P.S. The next deadline will probably be in 
early August. 
31 Mrs. Cornelia T. Jones (Cornelia H. Taylor) Box 168 
Dover, Del. 19901 
As I write this letter, it is 2 weeks before 
our 25th reunion. I have just received the list 
of early registrants, and I know it will be an 
exciting time. 
HOMECOMIN 
1981 
Herb Stewart wrote a Cantata for the 
Lenten Season entitled "No Greater Love." 
It was presented at the West End United 
Methodist Church in Portsmouth this year. 
Also, Herb played the organ music at the 
10th Annual induction banquet of the 
Virginia Sports Hall of Fame. 
Lois Stone Paterson regrets that she will 
not be at the reunion, but she and her 
husband are planning to go on the William 
and Mary sponsored Alaska Cruise in June. 
Charles Hagbert has been named a Paul 
Harris Fellow in the Chatham Rotary Club. 
Charles is a past president of the local club, 
and has a record of perfect attendance for 28 
of his 35 years as a member. He retired re- 
cently as superintendent of Pirtsylvania 
County Schools, and also from the Hargrave 
Military Academy board, on which he 
served for 22 years. 
Keep the news coming. We want to hear 
from you. 
Mrs. T. Leonard George 
(Betty Chambers) 
5708 West Franklin Street 
Richmond, Va. 23226 
My last paragraph in the class letter of the 
April issue brought me a letter from Charles 
McCurdy who is not in robust health, but 
whose sense of humor is still great. Charley 
said he won't be able to lead our class into 
organization for our Fiftieth Class Reunion 
in 1983. He has asked Carlton Casey, who 
lives in Williamsburg, to chair our committee 
and get it started early for a great 50th! The 
year 1933 brings back vivid memories. It was 
the year of the Depression when no one had 
much. The New Deal was just beginning. 
We all recall what graduating from the 
College meant to us. Let's start now to put 
forth a little extra effort by writing to our 
classmates who have been friends through 
the years. We can contact the 1933 alumni 
in our localities, no matter where we live. 
Start talking and making plans for the Best 
Big Fiftieth the College has seen yet. Will 
you think about this, and offer suggestions 
and ideas on what our committee should 
consider. 
Our Reunion Committee is the liaison 
group in contact with the Alumni Office and 
all of us. Success will depend on each of us 
doing something. We can make the Class of 
1933 live and be remembered. 
In the meantime don't forget that Home- 
coming for 1981 is November 6 and 7.1 hope 
to see you then. Our Big Fiftieth is planned 
for mid-May of 1983. Have a happy summer, 
and start contacting your classmates. 
35 
Mrs. A. E. Harvey 
(Ruth Weeks) 
5707 West Franklin Street 
Richmond, Va. 23226 
Spring has come to Virginia. You will 
remember how beautiful the dogwoods and 
redbuds are, so Williamsburg is crowned in 
all its beauty! Williamsburg is changing, but 
before you say oh, no, let me explain I felt 
the same way until I understood why. The 
interior of the Governor's Palace is now an 
exact replica of the inventories found in 
England several years ago. The French 
wallpaper is gone. Remember, those of us 
who had art classes saw it pieced together. 
In its place is a very vivid painted wall that 
shows the exquisite woodwork. 
The Methodist Church building at the 
intersection has been torn down. The 
original stagecoach roadway came by there. 
The church had been used as classrooms for 
years. The new Science Building, Law Build- 
ing and Library (where Lord Botetourt 
stands protected from the elements) plus 
much new construction is a credit to the 
administration of the College. 
With the passing of time it is only to be 
expected that our Class has illnesses, and if 
you were particular friends of Yetive 
Winslow Bryant, Mary Hunter, Talman 
Lamb or Ruth Ahfeldt McNamara, send 
them notes of encouragement while their 
husbands are ill. 
Hampden A. Burke writes that after 
several years with The Traveler's Insurance 
Company, then four and one half years in 
the Navy as a P.T. Boat skipper, he returned 
to Bristol, Tenn/Va. and bought into a 
General Insurance.Agency from which he 
semi-retired January 1, 1981. Hampden 
married Nina Butler, a William and Mary 
coed, in 1936. His family consists of two 
daughters and four grandchildren (three 
girls and a boy). If all of the above doesn't 
keep him busy he has a golf handicap oifive. 
Look in your Colonial Echo and you will see 
he began his excellent golf during College 
days. 
I had a nice note from Betsy Baker Detner 
telling me about her father, Dr. J. Hugh 
Baker's death. He was a faithful alumnus, 
having graduated in 1914. 
Frannie Anderson Endicott wrote an 
interesting letter from her home near 
Boston. I have always remembered Frannie 
with her accent. She popped in my room one 
night to borrow a pan? No a pen! When I 
hear the beautiful Bostonian accent I always 
recall our language barrier. She roomed with 
Ginny Belliveau Young. Ginny transferred 
to Radcliffe and later married Robert Young 
(not the movie actor). The girls with their 
husbands have taken many nice trips. 
Pauline Stanley and her husband, 
Cameron Ogden, had a lovely spring trip to 
Hilton Head, S.C for the Heritage Golf 
Classics. Pauline says, "that since I am a new 
golfer, I am having nightmares about the 
game. If we have to pair up with the 
'younger ones', I'll have on my bifocals, 
too. If you recall I was no athlete in school 
and that has not changed." Pauline writes 
that each time she comes South she is con- 
vinced she is a "reincarnated southerner." 
Harriet Council Mead wrote from her 
Orlando home that the reunion in October 
was an event she had wanted very much to 
make and it was a thrill to see everyone. 
Anne and Dean Lambert had a luncheon for 
the Kappa's in the Class of '35 on Saturday 
of the reunion. Dean Lambert wasn't feeling 
well, but he was still his wonderful self and 
Anne a super hostess. Those entertained 
were: Emily Parker, Lucian Lutz, Minnie 
Franck, Frances (Billie) Nenzel Ash, Jean 
Wilson Clark, Margaret Peek and her 
husband Charles Marks, Helen Kimmel and 
her husband, George Bentley, Anne 
Thomas and husband, Ken Boyden and 
Harriet and her husband. 
Harriet wrote that I piqued her memory 
about the Yorktown 150th celebration. She 
remembers how sore her feet were from 
dancing on the Yorktown Battlefields. I had 
a wonderful day in March at the seminar, on 
the "Road to Yorktown." The whole town 
has changed and the battlefields and Infor- 
mation Center give a much clearer picture of 
the surrender and the battles around the 
area. The cave at the bottom of the cliff and 
on the river is no longer believed to have 
been a hiding place for Cornwallis. 
Ed Boisseau, Leiper Rennie Gerlock and 
Virginia Roper are on the committee 
planning the Petersburg High School 
reunion, Class of 1931, and we are all 
looking forward to a memorable evening. If 
you do not know a Petersburger, then you 
cannot imagine the comraderie over the 
years. 
I have had several requests to get a list of 
the Library Science graduates. It was a blow 
to their pride when the department was 
dropped from the College courses. Drop me 
a card about yourself, and I shall forward it 
on, please!? Those of you taking Library 
Science will like to hear about Dr. Edwin 
Willoughby, though he died about twenty 
years ago. He was inducted into Phi Beta 
Kappa before leaving the College to go to 
Washington, D.C. and the Folger Library. I 
shall write Bob Land and see if I can renew 
ideas and compile some information about 
our friends who walked the campus carrying 
a "shoe box" with a card index file system. I 
often wondered what would have happened 
if they were ever dropped! 
One more renovation that was long over- 
due, "Sorority Court Houses." They were 
completely gone over, I believe the first time 
since we were there. They are lovely. 
It is always sad to hear of a classmate's 
death. John E. Hocutt was very much a part 
of the October reunion, but his death, from 
cancer, was a blessing. 
In a small frame at Alumni House is a 
handwritten  note  to  the girls from Miss 
Bessie Taylor. To quote: "Notice! Girls, what 
about the growing habit of hanging on the 
boys, or vice versa, on the campus and off 
the campus! Of course, if the boy or the girl 
is physically or mentally unsteady, no one 
will say nay! Let those of us who are sane 
and sound face life standing upright! Bessie 
P. Taylor." 
Do you remember when we were allowed 
to walk to Lake Matoaka? Yes, "but," can't 
you hear Miss Taylor say, "You may walk to 
the lake, don't sit down, and stay in sight of 
the road." 
Have wonderful vacations and let me hear 
from you. 
r~\ r"7    Mrs. Henry H. Hardenbergh, Jr. 
-\   /      (Cornelia S. Land) 
V^ / Spring Grove, Va. 23881 
An Alumni Leadership Conference was 
held at Alumni House, Saturday, March 28, 
1981, for class presidents and reporters of 
the special reunion classes in 1981 and 1982. 
Some forty alumni were in attendance. It 
was a busy day. There were sessions in the 
morning from 9:30 to 12:30 followed by a 
luncheon break at Alumni House. Group 
meetings for class presidents, led by Jack 
Garrett .'40, met after lunch; class reporters 
met with S. Dean Olson, associate editor of 
The Alumni Gazette, for instructional pointers 
on writing style and the solicitation of news. 
President Graves, Gordon Vliet, Executive 
Vice President of the Society, and Duane 
Dittman, the new Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement, appeared before 
the group during the day. The session was 
climaxed with a reception in the Presidents' 
Gallery of the Wren Building at five o'clock, 
and afterward a banquet in the Great Hall. 
Harold Gouldman and I, as well as Fay 
Bryant Savedge attended for our Class. 
Everybody, begin now to make plans for 
attending our 45th reunion in the fall of 
1982! 
I hope to contact members of the Class and 
have more news for you in the next column. 
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Frances L. Grodecoeur 
81 Howard Street 
Monongahela, Pa. 15063 
Mrs. John J. Brennan 
(Margaret Jahnke) 
425 Philbate Terrace 
Virginia Beach, Va. 23452 
Word has been received from your Class 
Reporter that she has been bedridden with a 
fractured vertebra and a severe case of 
osteoporosis for about three months. She 
says that she must give up writing the news 
for this column. We are very sorry and will 
miss her interesting news. We send her our 
best wishes for a complete and speedy 
recovery. 
S^7 40th Reunion 
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KEN KRANZBERG '59 RECEIVES HONOR 
Kenneth S. Kranzberg '59, president of North- 
western Bottle Co. of St. Louis, was one of thirteen 
businessmen honored in New York recently when the 
Food and Drug Packaging Association presented its 
13th annual Package of the Year Awards. Thirteen 
packages were singled out for their ability to contain, 
protect, identify and dispense their particular product. 
Kranzberg's company was honored in the liquor 
division. Kranzberg served for many years as alumni 
interest group coordinator in St. Louis. 
ALUMNA RECEIVES SULLIVAN 
AWARD FROM KENTUCKY 
Rose Mary Codell Brooks '35, Winchester, Ky., has 
been awarded the prestigious Sullivan Medallion by 
the University of Kentucky. Mrs. Brooks was cited 
for her outstanding leadership and for the generosity 
she and her husband have shown in granting college 
scholarships to high school students. Established in 
1925, Sullivan Medallions are presented each year by 
15 leading southern colleges. 
HOOKER RE-ELECTED 
HALL OF FAME PRESIDENT 
H.    Lester   Hooker   ]r.    '43,    '47   M.Ed, 
director of William and Mary Hall, has been 
re-elected to a third year term as president of 
the Virginia Sports Hall of Fame. He is the 
first to serve three terms as president of the 
state-wide organization which was organized 
in 1966. 
Early in the summer our Class will receive 
a letter from the Alumni Office with details 
about our 40th Reunion in November, along 
with reservations forms which should be 
completed and returned. Our block of rooms 
is to be at the Motor House; however, 
reservations are to be made through Alumni 
House. 
Austin L. Roberts, Jr. attended the 
Leadership Conference held at Alumni 
House on March 28th. This was a first and 
was sponsored by the Alumni Office, as an 
organized effort to help classes plan class 
reunions, class gifts and class Gazette 
columns. 
Josephine W. Hubbell of McLean, Va., 
represented the College in September at the 
inauguration of the new president of 
American University in Washington, DC. 
43 Mrs. Joseph Patterson, Jr. (Virginia Curtis) Box 162 
Williamsburg, Va. 23185 
H. Lester Hooker, Jr. has been reelected to 
a third term as president of the Virginia 
Sports Hall of Fame. He is the first to serve 
three terms as president of the state-wide 
organization which was organized in 1966. 
45 Mrs. T. Cato Tillar (Ruth Weimer) 703 Peachtree Street 
Emporia, Va. 23847 
Recent travels were a favorite subject and 
picturesque post cards told of interesting 
places visited by classmates during the past 
few months. Jeanne Schoenewolf Preston 
and Page visited Audrey Hudgins Thomp- 
son and Buck in Orlando while vacationing 
in Florida in February. Audrey and Buck 
traveled to San Francisco and Hawaii in 
March. While in San Francisco they visited 
Sheila Stewart Erlich and Phil. 
In March Sunny Trumbo Williams '44 and 
Rolf and Jean Boyd Lacy '44 and Ben 
enjoyed a trip to Florida and had a 
wonderful visit with Dorothy Agurk 
Edmunds '44 and David in Clearwater. The 
Edmunds had a beautiful dinner party and 
among those present were also William and 
Mary friends Margaret Carey McQuillan '44 
and husband and Wayne and Marge Retzke 
Gibbs '44 who were vacationing in Florida. 
Cato and I enjoyed attending the annual 
William and Mary Athletic Educational 
Foundation banquet for the Petersburg- 
Hopewell area on March 23. It was an oppor- 
tunity for some great William and Mary 
fellowship and among those we enjoyed 
seeing were Ann and Harvey Pope '44 of 
Courtland who had recently seen Wayne 
and Marge Gibbs in Florida. Also present 
was the Pope's son Matt, a '78 graduate of 
the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, and his 
wife Amy who live in Courtland, too. 
Among those present and appearing on the 
program were Football Coach Jimmye 
Laycock, Basketball Coach Bruce Parkhill 
and new Athletic Director Jim Copeland. 
Early summer plans for us will include 
attending the UVA graduation at which 
time, Darrel Long Tillar, our daughter-in- 
law will receive her law degree. Tom and 
Darrel live in Blacksburg where Tom is 
Director of the Alumni Annual Fund at 
Virginia Tech. and Darrel will be working for 
the University, too. - 
Our daughter Elizabeth will be in Virginia 
for a summer visit. She is a graduate student 
and a teaching assistant in the English 
Department at the U. of New Mexico. 
We will attend a family wedding in 
Winchester and look forward to seeing Jean 
and Ben Lacy and Jeanne and Page Preston 
who will be present during many of the 
wedding festivities for our niece. The 
Prestons, Edmunds, Lacys and Tillars will 
also attend a William and Mary gathering at 
the Rolf Williams beautiful beach house at 
Sandbridge. 
Have a wonderful summer. 
47 Mrs. C. E. Clarke, Jr. (Jean McCreight) Box 42 
Stony Creek, Va. 23882 
The deadline is upon me and still I hope 
for news to share. With the ideas gleaned 
from the Alumni Leadership Conference still 
echoing in my ears, I've decided that the 
problem just could be as discussed: we need 
a class logo. Send me some sketches that 
would remind us that '47 was a year to 
remember. Sexless Mondays, meatless Tues- 
days, shoe ration coupons and social cards— 
these bits of nostalgia should jog your collec- 
tive memories and inspire some artistic 
gems! 
Jane McDowell Lynch writes that she 
visited Nancy Keene McCarthy in L.A. some 
time ago. Jane does a lot of traveling, 
planning commission work and helping to 
run a small business. She says five acres is 
farm enough to keep her busy—by July she 
begins to hope for an early frost. Jane's 
daughter, Craig Williams, practices law in 
Charlottesville. 
Jane Heller Frieden is still flying and 
teaching to support that habit. 
1982 will be a REUNION year for us. With 
the lazy days of summer upon us, send some 
day-dreaming sketches for a class logo. We 
don't need to be just a number, we're 
SPECIAL. 
49 
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Mrs. Charles Anthony, Jr. 
(Alice Baxley) 
53 Hickory Place 
Livingston, N.J. 07039 
Mrs. Clark G. Myers 
(Tita Cecil) 
4525 Jamestown Road 
Bethesda, Md. 20016 
Where are you? 
Marvin Adams - Phoebus, Va.; James 
Akers - Alum Ridge, Va.; Elizabeth Anne 
Bass - Norfolk, Va.; Olga Bassil - Norfolk, 
Va.; Charles Brown, Jr. - Norfolk, Va.; 
Walter C. Buchanan - Williamsburg, Va.; 
Dorothy Butts - Arlington, Va.; Joseph 
Callaway - Alexandria, Va.; Evelyn Carr - 
Upper Montclair, N.J.; James David Carter 
III - Williamsburg, Va.; Maribe Chandler - 
South Boston, Va.; Anne Sater Clay - 
Newport News, Va.; Thomas J. Comer - 
Portsmouth, Va.; Julia Daugherty, Fort Dix, 
N.J.; Patricia Ann Davis - Norfolk, Va.; Olga 
Dillard - Warsaw, Va.; Nancy Easterling - 
Norfolk, Va.; Carolyn Jean Ellers - Roanoke, 
Va.; Lawrence Farther - Danville, Va.; Anne 
& Hugo Ferchau-Heuser - Wythville, Va. & 
Milford, Conn.; Donald Fields - Rochester, 
N.Y.; Augustus Forrest - Randolph, Mass.; 
Stanley Garrison - Norfolk, Va.; Robert 
Grey - Newport News, Va.; Dorothy 
Grinder - Rensselaer, N.Y.; Nancy Lee Hall 
- Danville, Va.; Jeanette Headman - 
Radburn, N.J.; Burton Hill - Newport News, 
Va.; John Hord - Campbellsville, Ky.; 
William Janson - Arlington, Va.; Mary 
Hunter   Jones   -   Martinsville,   Va.;   Jerry 
Kaplan - Norfolk, Va.; William Kerr - 
Hamden, Conn.; Joseph Kilgore - Norton, 
Va.; Lucille King - Samford, Conn.; 
Nicholas Laveris - Glenbrook, Conn.; Paul 
Levin - Norfolk, Va.; Jay Levinson - 
Williamsburg, Va.; Paul McClintock - 
Portsmouth, Va.; Robert McNamara - 
Newport News, Va.; Curtis McSherry - 
Norge, Va.; S. Edward Manners - Brooklyn, 
N.Y.; Doris Marshall - Norfolk, Va.; Charles 
Mears - Chincoteague, Va.; Anne Moore - 
Norfolk, Va.; Christopher Morgan - New 
York, N.Y.; Roy Moss - Williamsburg, Va.; 
Ray Orr - Mattoon, 111.; Marion Pegram - 
Norfolk, Va.; Welby Poland - Ashburn, Va.; 
David Refsahl - Norfolk, Va.; Robert 
Rehlaender - Bethesda, Md.; Jasper Riggan - 
Norfolk, Va.; William Roberts - Hampton, 
Va.; John Shea - Williamsburg, Va.; William 
Simonson - Richmond, Va.; John Sirich - 
Saginaw, Mich.; Raymond Strader - School- 
field, Va.; Robert Strohkorb - Richmond, 
Va.; John Talbot, Williamsburg, Va.; Harry 
Taylor, West Palm Beach, Fla.; Shirley 
Thompson - Norfolk, Va.; L. Elizabeth 
Torbet - Norfolk, Va.; Randolph Lyndon 
Walke - Norfolk, Va.; Paul J. Walzack - 
Paterson, N.J.; Edith Lee White - Norfolk, 
Va.; Edward Wisbauer - Jamaica Estates 
North, L.I., N.Y.; Gilmer Yates - Blairs, Va. 
As you may have guessed, this list is 
neither complete nor official. It was 
compiled after checking three sources: the 
1951 Colonial Echo, the "Colonial Re-Echo" 
distributed at our 25th Class Reunion, and a 
list of those who signed the Alumni Register 
at our 25th Reunion. The home towns were 
those listed in the yearbook 30 years ago! If 
you know the current address or have news 
about any of the above classmates, please let 
me know. 
It was such fun recalling the name and 
face of each classmate from graduation 
photos in the '51 yearbook, wondering 
where you were? How you were? What in 
your day-to-day life in the past year might 
have happened that made one day a little 
different or special for you? There are others 
who would be interested, too. With our 30th 
Reunion coming up in November, wouldn't 
it be grand to locate all our "missing" class- 
mates? Better yet, it would be wonderful to 
see you all at Homecoming. Circle Nov. 6th 
& 7th NOW! 
W*>*> 30th Reunion 
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In the "small-William-and-Mary-world- 
department," Polly Stadel Wrinkle '58 
recently related a wonderful coincidence that 
occurred when she and Davis moved to 
Rockford, 111. some years ago. As newcomers 
from Virginia, they were told about several 
other members of their new church who 
were from Virginia. These were Ginny 
Gallagher Sharpe '51 and Ed, a thorasic 
surgeon, and their four beautiful daughters. 
Over the next seven years the two families 
established close ties, which continued after 
Polly and Davis moved to Richmond where 
they live today. 
Polly was attending the 1981 Class 
Leadership Conference in Williamsburg in 
March when I met her. It was also good to 
see Fred Allen '52, Liz Beard Patterson '52, 
Alice Williams Phillips '52, Perk Perkins '52 
(and Gwen '51), and Jim Kelly '51. Jim 
reported that Bev '53 is enjoying teaching 
second grade at Walsingham Academy. 
On March 28th a Career Exploration Day 
Program was also being presented on 
campus - a program designed to provide 
students with practical career advice. 
Among those attending were J. Edward 
Grimsley '51 (Editorial Page Editor, Rich- 
mond Times-Dispatch), Marvin F. West '52 
(Dentist, Williamsburg), Carmen Romeo '53 
(Manager, Employee and Community Rela- 
tions, General Electric Company, Rich- 
mond), Nancy K. Falck '50 (Supervisor, 
Fairfax County Board of Supervisors, 
McLean, Va.), Marcia Magill '48 (Senior 
Editor, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, N.Y.), 
and Linwood F. Perkins '52 (President, 
Henry Walke Company, Inc., Norfolk). 
This will be the last newsletter until the 
Fall. 
53 
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Mrs. Harold J. Woolston, Jr. 
(Barbara Jo Mott) 
116 Talleyrand Road 
West Chester, Pa. 19380 
Mrs. Charles J. Vincent 
(Anne Lunas) 
855 Strawberry Hill Road, West 
Columbus, Ohio 43213 
Hello again! Are you all as glad as I am 
that Winter is over? Spring has come with a 
bang to Ohio. It's still April as I write this 
and it's 80 degrees out! 
John and Marilyn Entwisle '44, the 
national chairpersons for The '80 - '81 
William and Mary Fund, have written asking 
us to make a special effort to contribute this 
year. All new or increased contributions 
from alumni will receive matching funds 
from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 
Fred La Croix writes that he and wife, 
Louise, have been kept busy with home 
improvements—insulating and waterproof- 
ing his basement and building a play area for 
their daughters (ages 5 and 9). The La Croix 
family plans a Pennsylvania and New 
England vacation this summer. 
Harriette Harcum Hobbs sent pictures of 
her four girls. The oldest, Ann, was wearing 
her Boston Women's Rugby Club T-shirt. 
She is in Germany for Smith College's junior 
year abroad at the University of Hamburg. 
Harriette and Charles visited her there in 
March. At home are tenth grader Holly, 
eighth grader Courtney, and fifth grader 
Kelly. Harriette took a flower arranging 
course last year and received a second prize 
in a recent flower show, helped to establish a 
local historical society in Chevy Chase, Md., 
is on the Gamma Phi House Board at the 
University of Maryland, and is on the 
Parents' Council of Washington, D.C, 
representing Holly's school. 
Carol Kent Carlson wrote that, with help 
from the Alumni Association, she finally 
found her William and Mary roommate, 
Parti Rouen Miles. Path lives in Los 
Angeles, not far from Pacific Palisades, 
where Carol visited Drs. Sidney and Beatrice 
Rome twenty years ago! Parti's three 
daughters live with her. One attends 
U.C.L.A. and the other two are in high 
school. Patti works as a secretary and her 
children are sixth generation descendants of 
President Tyler. 
At the end of my April news letter, I told 
you that this would be my last letter. 
Starting in September, your Class Reporter 
will be Barbara Regan Sumner, of 43 
LaCuesta, Ordinary, Calif. 94563. I received 
a letter from her a few weeks ago and she 
wrote of being at the Super Bowl as a 
staggering experience "an immense event, 
almost too much to grasp as you are going 
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GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES 
PAIR OFF IN PHI BETA KAPPA HALL 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall, which was the setting for one of 
the Presidential Debates between jimmy Carter and 
Gerald Ford in 1976, was the scene of the first joint 
appearance of the announced candidates for governor of 
Virginia on May 19. j. Marshall Coleman, the 
Republican candidate, and Charles S. Robb, the 
Democratic candidate, paired off against each other in a 
forum sponsored by the Virginia Retail Association. 
Other forums will be held between the two candidates 
who seek to succeed Governor John N. Dalton '53. 
HARRIET STORM NAMED TO WHO'S WHO LIST 
Harriet Nachman Storm '64, a member of the College's Board 
of Visitors, has been selected for inclusion in the 1981-82 edition 
of Who's Who of American Women. Mrs. Storm was cited for 
her work on behalf of William and Mary as a member of the 
Board of Visitors, past president of the Society of the Alumni, 
and past vice president and trustee of the W&M Athletic 
Educational Foundation. A former editor and now freelance 
writer, Mrs. Storm was also recognized for civic achievements 
on the Peninsula and in the Commonwealth. 
through it." She told of some William and 
Mary people who were there — Joan 
MacWilliams Russell '56, Jim and son 
Jimmy from Minneapolis; Bob Hornsby '57 
from Newport News, who eame with 
Barbara and Charlie's son, Terry, who is a 
junior at the College; and Mardie Pontius 
MacKimm's son Timmy, an Arizona State 
graduate. Barbara and Charlie celebrated 
their 25th wedding anniversary in late 
January with a trip to Mauna Kea, Hawaii 
and relaxed after Charlie's seven straight 
months without a day off. A bonus for them 
was seeing two linebackers that Charlie had 
coached previously with their wives; Andy 
and Nancy Russell from the Steelers and Bob 
and Carolyn Geddes from the Patriots. I'm 
certain that Barbara will provide you with 
lively, interesting newsletters. If you have a 
copy of the May 1955 Royalist, you can read 
some very picturesque examples of her 
work. She wrote two short stories which 
were published in that issue: "Lost April" 
and "Muhcantaweap." I hope Barbara 
enjoys hearing from you and writing the 
news as much as I have for the past six years. 
Thanks to all of you who have written. 
57 Mrs. Aubrey H. Fitzgerald (Shirley Richardson) 5 Poindexter Place Newport News, Va. 23606 
In 1982 our distinguished class will be 
celebrating a 25th reunion. The College 
invited class reporters and presidents to a 
meeting recently to encourage reunion 
planning and to offer guidelines and sugges- 
tions. It seems that class reunions don't just 
"happen." Our class president Wayne 
Adams, who practices dentistry in South 
Boston, Va., attended, took lots of notes and 
will be contacting you to serve on 
committees and work to see that we have the 
best reunion ever. Do plan to come to 
Williamsburg in the fall of 1982. While in 
Williamsburg, Wayne visited Virg McKenna 
who is a professor at the College. 
Class reporters met to share information, 
and I pledged to call, write, or somehow 
contact more of you by this deadline. Well 
. . .maybe next time. Among the interesting 
things I learned at the meeting is the fact that 
William and Mary students now elect just a 
senior class president, and the job lasts a 
lifetime, but the class reporter's job lasts just 
five years! 
Two notes from a sorority newsletter say 
that Jan Charbonnet Crocker is currently 
Kappa Alumnae Vice President in Fort 
Lauderdale and that Ann Baird Millard, 
mother of three sons and a daughter, serves 
as a pre-marriage counselor at her church 
and enjoys working in the Republican Party. 
We attended a seafood festival on 
Virginia's Eastern Shore recently and 
enjoyed seeing Clyde and Julie Vakos 
Nordstrom '58. Clyde is in the oil business, 
and I believe they said that two of their five 
children are currently at William and Mary. 
59 
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Steve C. Oaks 
1929 Sharp Place 
Houston, Tex. 77019 
Mis. William M. Turcotte 
(Diane Pickering) 
119 Beth Drive 
Kingston, N.Y. 12401 
1981. This year our class celebrates its 20th!! 
In late March I was invited to participate in a 
leadership conference sponsored by the 
Society of the Alumni which was held at the 
Alumni House. Also representing our class 
was Herm Schmidt and you will be hearing 
from us in the coming weeks. It was a 
glorious Saturday in Williamsburg and 
having left behind the snows and cold of 
upstate New York I quickly realized what an 
important part of my life today is reflected in 
those four happy years of long ago. Not one 
of us at the conference left untouched by the 
emotional pull our Alma Mater has, and I 
mention all of this because in November 
each of us can draw upon that super feeling 
of being in Williamsburg, seeing old friends, 
a football game, and other alumni at Home- 
coming. 
A letter from Fran Recchuiti tells that he 
and his wife Bunny recently attended a 
William and Mary - Temple basketball game, 
sitting with Charlie Nahill '60 and his wife 
Sally. Charlie is presently a State Legislator 
to the House of Representatives in 
Pennsylvania. Fran also mentioned speaking 
recently with Owen Knopping who is 
President of the Philadelphia area alumni 
group. Fran and Bunny are planning to" 
attend Homecoming this fall. 
5v*S> 20th Reunion 
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If you have read other columns you will 
note frequent references to Homecoming 
A most pleasant surprise was a telephone 
call from Constance Quesenberry Fisher in 
Orlando, Fla. Connie and John Paul Fisher 
were married August 31,1979. The marriage 
.merged 2 households, 5 daughters and a 
variety of pets. Connie is employed by Sun 
Bank of Florida and is responsible for the 
recruitment and training of management 
trainees for the bank. She develops and 
presents programs to bank managers. In her 
spare time she has taken up running and 
encouraged her bank to sponsor a 10 
kilometer race (6.2 miles). Connie was 
second in her age group and placed third in 
her second race. She also is learning to play 
golf! 
On January 31, 1981 Rexford E. Adel- 
berger represented the College at the 
inauguration of William Raymond Rogers as 
Sixth President of Guilford College in 
Greensboro, N.C. 
A final note came from Jim and Maureen 
Rumazza Morgan. Jim and Maureen are the 
parents of six, including Stephen who was 
born November 4, 1979. The household also 
includes two high school juniors, a seventh 
and ninth grader, and a second grader! She 
also included a picture and I can tell you all 
six are gorgeous. Needless to say Maureen is 
a busy lady but she does find time to play 
tennis and ski. Jim is Vice President of 
American Research and Development in 
Boston. Jim has also helped start "an inde- 
pendent day school for girls in Brookline, 
Mass., called Montrose. It is in its second 
year of operation. The Morgans attended the 
William and Mary-Harvard football game 
last fall and saw several classmates: 
"Maureen Harvey Culliton, Dave Bottoms, 
AI Owens," etc. That's Maureen's quote. 
Maureen Harvey Culliton is living in 
Cambridge and working for Digital Equip- 
ment Corporation. 
Thanks for all your notes and calls. Please 
think about attending Homecoming. 
63 Mrs. Donald Snook (Judith Murdock) 1029 Sanderling Circle Audubon, Pa. 19407 
Mary George White wrote that she is busy 
in scouts as a leader. Their two daughters are 
9 and 11 and swim on the Old Dominion 
University AAU team. Mary has seen several 
William and Mary alumnae at their meets. 
Ashley, four, enjoys going to the meets also. 
The Whites have a new home in Virginia 
Beach. Mary is secretary in her garden club 
and vice president in the local alumni group. 
Don, '61, has been continuing to travel 
giving lectures on physician recruitment and 
medical staff matters. Most recently he was 
in San Antonio and Washington, D.C. 
speaking for the American Hospital Associa- 
tion. He recently got a contract to write a 
career book on hospital administration. 
News - news - please write! 
65 Mrs. Andrew E. Landis (Susan Stevenson) Glade Springs Daniels, W. Va. 25832 
William Wehner has been named Vice 
President of the Group Pension Administra- 
tion at MONY, the nation's twelfth largest 
insurer. He also becomes an executive officer 
of the company. Bill joined MONY after 
graduation. He and Donna, '67, have two 
daughters and live in Middletown, N.J. 
Thanks to Margie Hodges Furr, we have 
news of the Kappas in our class. Kathie 
Wiese Astor and Bart bought a home in the 
mountains above Santa Cruz. Kathie is still 
Director of Financial Aid at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz; she was also elected 
president of the California Association of 
Student Financial Aid Administrators. 
Susan Bunch Blandford was in Williams- 
burg last March for a one-day alumni 
presidents' workshop. Susan and her 
husband live in Hamden, Conn. 
Betty White Suchar and Vic have moved 
into a new home in London. Betty is 
working as the Information Officer of the 
American Community School and as the 
Advertising Manager for the International 
School journal. Dona Hougen McLaughlin 
and Paul moved to Rhinebeck, N.Y., when 
Paul took a job with Texaco Research Labs. 
Laura Youngblood Meager graduated from 
Virginia Theological Seminary, cum laude, 
with a Master's in Theological Studies. She 
is working part-time at Holy Trinity Church 
in Georgetown as CCD Administrator 
(Sunday School Director), and spending 
considerable time in training as a hospital 
chaplain at the Washington Hospital Center. 
Michael P. Sopchak of Owensboro, Ky. 
represented the College in September at the 
inauguration of the president of Kentucky 
Wesleyan College. 
Byrd Lacy Murray continues to enjoy 
teaching in the Richmond area, and keeping 
up with the activities of her two sons. Lynn 
Meushaw Parent, Neil, and their two 
daughters were able to extend Neil's teach- 
ing obligations in Albuquerque into a New 
Mexico vacation. They are happy in 
Alexandria, and Lynn is considering a return 
to part-time employment. Mary (Rusty) 
Rollings Stevens and Kent have moved to 
Leesburg, Va., where Kent has become 
Administrator of Loudoun Memorial 
Hospital. Pat Niccoli Gasch finds spare time 
to volunteer with the Campfire Girls and 
4-H. Her family enjoyed another Wisconsin 
winter with sledding and ice skating. Lynne 
Marcus Yerkes is in her last year of law 
school at Hastings, part of the University of 
California. Tom is still with the Port of San 
Francisco, coaches basketball and baseball, 
runs occasionally, and enjoys the Bay Club 
in San Francisco. 
Jean Ball Bugg and John live in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. Jean taught 3rd grade for 
a while at the International School and has 
been busy exploring their new home. Their 
first home leave afforded them with the 
opportunity to visit Paris, London, and the 
States. 
Margie Hodges Furr has been asked to be- 
a trustee for the Greensboro Historical 
Museum. She is still working part-time as 
Medical Librarian at a local Greensboro 
hospital, as well as serving as a Cub Scout 
den mother. Mickey does a good amount of 
traveling and his new company is doing well 
and growing. 
I have returned to work — but the job is 
entirely new to me. I am the office manager 
of my husband's orthopaedic clinic. Please 
send me a letter or post card regarding your 
current activities. 
67 Mrs. Robert L. White (Bonnie Hamlet) 1011 Harriman Street Great Falls, Virginia 22066 
Fourteen years ago this month we were 
sitting in Wren Courtyard amidst class- 
mates, relatives and friends, waiting for our 
diplomas and remembering all we had 
experienced in the past four years. 
Do you remember Due Week the Ludwell 
bus at midnight? Dr. Fowler's Henry VIII 
lecture? Yule Log ceremonies in back of the 
Wren Building? Toga parties? Rush smiles 
that you thought would never uncurl? Keg 
parties at Lake Matoaka? or The beach after 
finals? 
Now, though it's a year away, we are 
preparing for our fifteenth reunion, 
November 5-7, 1982. This-time we have the 
opportunity to plan the activities that, we 
would like. Ergo, I'm going to ask two things 
of you. 
First, how would you like to spend our 
time together? A family picnic in a park or on 
the campus? Brunch with one or two favorite 
professors? A keg party? Dinner at the Inn? 
A Miss Tinker catered special? A suggestion 
of yours? 
Second, if you live in the Williamsburg 
area and would be willing to spend an even- 
ing or two helping us coordinate our Home- 
coming weekend, please send me your 
name, address and phone number. 
This Homecoming, November 7, 1981, 
let's get together in front of Casey's for the 
parade and discuss our Homecoming 
weekend. I'll look forward to seeing you 
there. 
Russell F. Lee of Bemidji, Minn, repre- 
sented the College at the inauguration of the 
president of Bemidji State University last 
October. 
Recently 1 talked with Randy Glesen- 
kamp. He, his wife, Carol, and daughters 
Lee Ann (8) and Lauren (14 months), live in 
Alexandira, Va. Randy is Executive Vice 
President of Pre-Paid Dental Benefits 
Agency. They are the marketing represen- 
tative for Delta, the largest strictly dental 
carrier in the United States. His firm is 
approved by the Virginia Dental Association 
and the American Dental Association. Now 
Randy is actively involved in working for the 
Independent and United Mine Workers as 
they attempt to solve their contract dispute. 
Randy said that Chuck Albertson is living 
in California. He is working for a company 
that makes conduit. 
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CHOIR DEPARTS FOR EUROPEAN TOUR 
Fifty-nine members of the William and Mary Choir, 
including Laurinda Nicholson '81 and Susan O'Sullivan 
'82, left Dulles Airport after Commencement for.a 26-day 
tour of Europe. The Choir, which is directed by Dr. 
Frank Lendrim, raised nearly $17,000 for the trip 
through the sale of Christmas and notecards, many of 
them to alumni, and other activities. The Choir will give 
concerts in France, Switzerland, Germany, Holland and 
England. Identification pins for all Choir members 
were provided by the Society of the Alumni. 
ALUMNI FLEW PRINCE 
TO WILLIAM AND MARY 
Two William and Mary alumni flew the White 
House helicopter that brought Prince Charles to 
William and Mary for his May 2 visit. Captains 
fudson A. Mason, Jr., 10, 76 M.Ed., and John A. 
Tucker, Jr., '68, are both Marine pilots. They flew 
the Prince to William and Mary from a prior engage- 
ment in Norfolk and touched down on Barksdale 
Field. Mason and Tucker are attached to the White 
House Staff. 
Randy also supplied us with information 
about Ned Carr, who is a school administra- 
tor in tidewater Virginia. Donny Maguire 
and Ray Gowen are football coaches in 
Columbia, SC. 
Wherever you are on the Fourth of July 
weekend this summer, please take five 
minutes to send me a postcard telling where 
you are and what you're doing. I'll mount 
them and set them up at Alumni House 
during Homecoming weekend. Then you 
can all come and find out the latest news 
about your classmates. Everyone Write!! 
69 Mrs. Harold E. Williams, Jr. (Mary Chris Schmitz) 40 Cameron Glen Drive Atlanta, GA 30328 
When you don't send me any letters, there 
is no news to report. Alas, this month there 
really is very little. Jo Ann Walthall has 
recently been promoted to Manager, Inven- 
tory Planning for Pfizer International. She 
came to Pfizer in 1978 as a business analyst- 
economist after previously being merchan- 
dising analyst manager with R. H. Macy and 
a VP of Hugo Frank Associates (a manage- 
ment consulting firm). Jo Ann has finished 
the course requirement for a Ph.D. from 
Columbia where she holds an MBA. 
I was in Richmond, Va. in April and saw 
some from our class: De Garber Steverson, 
Sally Barner Leslie, Becky Vaughan, 
George Watson (in Williamsburg), Linda 
Mclndoe Chenery. I am afraid I report on 
them all the time so won't add anything 
now. I heard that Carol Knight Mullen and 
her husband. John, are expecting their first 
child in July. I am doing the annual Kappa 
Delta Newsletter (Nancy Verser Brumback 
and I alternate doing it) so will at least have 
that to report on next time. 
Do try to write so our class can be well 
represented on these pages. 
71 Craig Windham 12 Hesketh Street Chevy Chase, Md. 20015 
I had almost given up on you folks. With 
only two dull items in hand, I had visions of 
this column shriveling into "Joe Smith 
bought a new set of false teeth last month." 
But just as I started to sulk, Big News struck. 
After a ten-year search, the "Where Are 
They Now Dept." has landed its most 
notorious lost soul: theenigmaticW.R.C 
Munsey. First tip came from Carey Hoag- 
Iand '74, who claimed to have actually heard 
the haunting strains of the Munsietta 
("ph-oh-oh-no") echoing through the foot- 
hills of western Virginia. Then came a letter 
from the elusive educator himself. "You now 
have my permission to remove my name 
from the roster of missing persons." Bill got 
his PhD in Chemistry from U.Va. in 1978 
and is now a lecturer in Science and Tech- 
nology at Piedmont Virginia Community 
College in Charlottesville. "For all you 
courageous alumni with a secret yearning to. 
take organic chemistry, here's your chance! 
And word has it that Bill is still very much in 
demand outside the classroom for his guitar 
picking and that honey-smoothe counter 
tenor voice. Let this be a lesson to you all: 
you can run but you can't hide. 
Jamie Cowles was in D.C. last month, 
wrapping up a cross-country ramble. You 
name it and Jamie's done it since graduation. 
His latest pursuit: studying holistic massage 
for athletes in Santa Fe. Some of the friends 
he has encountered in his travels. . . John 
Hempel is finally getting his Ph.D. in Bio- 
chemistry from Rutgers after six years under 
the iron hand of "The Duchess," a faculty 
member who "runs a lab like Stalag 17." 
John is specializing in amino acid sequenc- 
ing. He'll spend the next two years doing 
research in Stockholm. After delivering over 
100 babies as a professional midwife, 
Grayson Pannill is about to turn the tables 
(and her working partner will do the 
honors). Right in the same Massachusetts 
town, Henry Brown is a special education 
teacher, but his real love is his "Henry 
Brown—Clown of Renown" schtick, doing 
kid's shows and parades. In his spare time, 
he's been touring the world with an amateur 
rugby team, including stops in London and 
the Soviet Union. 
Vvt*> 10th Reunion 
HOMEC0MING 
Nov. 
6-8 
1981 
Patty Deuster allegedly broke the magical 
three hour mark in the Boston Marathon this 
year. Bubba Hooker is reviewing the troops 
at the Marion Military Institute, where he's 
now Athletic Director, Football, and Baseball 
Coach. Bubba has touched base at N.C 
State, Austin Peay, Wichita State, Vander- 
bilt, and Tennessee State in various coaching 
jobs. The Virginia Bankers Association has 
named Ashby Cockrell VP of the Young 
Bankers Division. Ashby is Executive Vice 
President of the Bank of Middlesex in 
Urbanna, Va. Up in Pa., Susan Schwenk 
Volp is a nursery school teacher and hospital 
admissions interviewer. Every plant needs a 
lawyer, and Tim Kavanaugh is counsel to 
Hercules Inc.'s factory in Radford, Va., after 
graduating from law school at Widener. 
If you're ever nabbed for running the red 
light in Tumwater, Wash., just look for the 
shingle of Kinney Valz, Attorney at Law. He 
remarried and has a one-year-old son. 
Kinney writes that Bruce Hockman is 
wheeling and dealing as Vice President of 
Agency Rent-a-Car in charge of Canada and 
the midwest. 
Dodie Fredericks is living in another 
exotic Washington town called Issaquah, 
where she works as a pottat Bet she's never 
seen the likes of the stuffrurned out by 
Doug Curtler back in Richmond. He used to 
make graphic figurines of over-the-hill 
women sitting on the beach, their cellulite 
crammed into polka-dot bikinis. But now 
he's into something new. He just had an 
exhibit at Wierd Harold's in N.Y.C. The 
subject: "Erotic Bathroom Ornaments." 
Bill Hausman has been named a full-time 
associate professor of economics at the 
College for the upcoming academic year. He 
has received his MA and PhD from the Uni- 
versity of Illinois. 
Dr. George Lucas is an assistant professor 
of philosophy and department chairman at 
Randolph-Macon College. He has been 
awarded a fellowship by the American 
Council of Learned Societies. With the 
fellowship he will take a sabbatical leave 
during the first semester of next year and 
will complete the first volume of a projected 
four-volume history of process philosophy - 
the interpretation of the significance of 
science. He plans to analyze speculative 
evolutionary cosmologies in his first volume. 
He is one of three philosophy recipients 
nationwide this year. George received his 
doctorate in philosophy of religion in 1978 
from Northwestern, Evanston. He is already 
the author of three published works, in 
addition  to  journal  articles.   In  1979,   he 
received the Thomas Branch Award for 
excellence in teaching, in his second year at 
Randolph-Macon. 
If you haven't already, start making plans 
to come to our tenth-year reunion November 
6,7, and 8. The tentative schedule runs the 
gamut from a Friday night banquet for all 
reunion classes to "Disco Dancing in the 
Wigwam." But the highlight will definitely 
be the after-game bash we are planning at 
Lake Matoaka similar to what we did in '76. 
But this rime, we're going after big name 
entertainment: Bill Deal and the Rhondells. 
You will be getting a mailing with details. 
Our meager remaining treasury is likely to 
need some help, even though we will 
certainly not over-order beer the way we did 
last time. Our beloved leader, Dave Bernd, 
had a slight collision in the U-Haul while 
returning the excess suds and later found 
Campus Police had a posse out with a 
warrant for his arrest. Dave has set up a 
committee to coordinate the weekend: 
Kenny King will be in charge of the Matoaka 
festivities. Other members are Ginny Vogel 
Carey, Virginia Klemkowski Laycock, 
Bruce Holbrook, and Tom "Sak" Rees, (plus 
Bernd and yours truly). If you have any 
suggestions for reunion activities, write me, 
and I'll pass them on to the others. I've only 
gotten one so far, from Nancy Terrill, who 
was distrubed by the complacence she found 
on campus during a recent visit and suggests 
we do something to recreate the good old 
days. 
Hope you have a great summer. Take time 
to write and let us hear about it. 
73 Mrs. Allen T. Nelson, Jr. ("Dede" Miller) 9474 Cameldriver Court Columbia, Md. 21045 
Matt Asai is now in Davenport, la., and 
wrote to say that he received an MBA from 
Florida Institute of Technology in December 
1980. 
Finishing up his family practice residency 
in June, Bill Harper will be joining a family 
practice group in his hometown of Harrison- 
burg, Va. Bill and his wife, Dorothy, are 
expecting their second child in July. 
Patti Brennan is Business Manager of the 
Actors Theatre .of Louisville. Both Time and 
Newsweek included writeups on the Actors 
Theatre Festival of New American Plays. 
Patti says that she loves her work because 
the theatre is an exciting and exceptional 
operation. 
I was in Williamsburg at the end of March 
for an Alumni Leadership Conference spon- 
sored by the Society of the Alumni. 
Weatherwise it was a perfect Williamsburg 
weekend, and that made the trip doubly 
enjoyable. The emphasis of the conference 
was on increasing participation in alumni 
activities such as Homecoming, or local 
alumni groups. The weekend gave me an 
increased awareness of how much the 
Society does and how hard the staff works. 
They sponsored a Career Day for the 
current seniors for the first time this year, 
and that turned out to be a big success. 
There were a number of alumni from various 
career fields who participated in a day-long 
seminar, highlighting opportunities avail- 
able and providing pointers for getting 
started in a particular career field. The con- 
ference was well received by the students. I 
know that I could have benefitted from 
something like that seven or eight years ago. 
Gee, it's hard to believe it has been that long. 
Andy Purdy participated in this seminar, 
representing the legal profession, and Dave 
Mercer provided information about banking 
careers. 
Since the Career Day activities took place 
the same day as the Leadership Conference, 
Andy (who is our president, if you forgot) 
asked Debbie Prillaman to represent him at 
the Leadership Conference. Afterwards we 
had cocktails and dinner in the Great Hall of 
the Wren Building with all the participants in 
both groups. It was fun charting with several 
people I recognized from other classes, but I 
don't have much information about anyone 
in our class. My next deadline is not until 
August, so make it a point to drop me a card 
sometime during the summer with a little 
information about what you've been up to. If 
my mailbox is empty, you won't have any- 
thing to read next time. 
75 
77 
Mrs. David C. Larson 
(Linda J. Cool) 
5280 Crestview Heights Drive 
Bettendorf, Iowa 52722 
Mrs. David L. Satterwhite 
(Cindy Bennett) 
1529 Front Royal Drive 
Richmond, Va. 23228 
Everyone must have had a busy spring. 
Hardly anyone found a few moments to 
drop me a note. So please write me this 
summer. Everyone enjoys reading about you 
as much as you enjoy reading about them. 
Our class president, Maggie Rollins 
Stanton, and I attended a class leadership 
conference at William and Mary the end of 
March. Maggie flew in from St. Paul, Minn, 
where she is presently employed by Clark, 
the company who owns the Chlorox 
Company. 
We found the conference most enjoyable 
and informative. Several speakers discussed 
topics centering on the importance of the 
class organization and ways we can be more 
active. 
Maggie and I need your help with pre- 
liminary ideas for our five year class reunion 
in November of 1982. Yes, we need to start 
planning this far ahead. The first thing we 
need is a class logo and slogan. We have so 
many creative people in our class. I am sure 
several of you have some good ideas. It is 
important since it will represent our class 
forever on Homecoming brochures, class 
projects, etc. Jot down your ideas and send 
them to me. When the Homecoming 
committee gets together they will review 
them and select the best one. 
Now for the bit of news that came in this 
past month. Dee Dee Delaney was married 
the end of April in her hometown of 
Danville, Va. 
Several of our classmates are climbing the 
ladder of success. Anne Ward is now the 
number three person on Richmond Lifestyle 
Magazine.    She   completed   her   Master's 
degree in mass communications from 
V.C.U. this winter. 
Lee Piatt was recently admitted to the 
Pennsylvania bar. He is working for Reed, 
Smith, Shaw and McCleey in Pittsburgh. 
Gail Geddes will join the same firm when 
she graduates from Yale this spring. 
Sherry Poskanzer Wainger and husband, 
Allen, have purchased a home in Columbia, 
Md. They settled in the end of March. 
Congratulations to Diana Dubel Cullem 
on receiving her Master's degree in account- 
ing/finance from Monmouth College. She 
was recently promoted to financial systems 
analyst for Prudential Property and Casualty 
Insurance Company. 
Upon graduation Rich Sherman entered 
Marshall-Wythe Law School and received 
his J.D. in 1980. While at law school he 
became the first graduate student to serve as 
Chairman of the Board of Student Affairs 
and was instrumental in founding the 
Graduate   Advisory   Council,   a   graduate 
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SOCIETY SEEKS SPECIAL 
FABRIC MATERIAL 
The Society of the Alumni is seeking an alum- 
nus who can be of assistance in obtaining fabric 
material, in limited quantity, that could be 
especially designed for William and Mary use, in 
colors and design. The material, for instance, 
would be used for such items as skirts, curtains, 
and napkins. If you have any suggestions, please 
contact the Society at Box GO, Williamsburg, Va. 
23185. 
23 
WINNERS OF ALUMNI ART PRIZES 
1981 recipients of the Society of the Alumni prizes for outstanding effort in the Fine Arts 
are, from left to right: Erin Osborne '81, Vinegrove, Ky.; Marsha Vayvada, '82, Charlottes- 
ville; Bill Fisher '83, Williamsburg; Valerie Williams '82, Williamsburg; and Jean McCarthy 
'82, Scott AFB, III.; Gordon Vliet  '54,executive vice president of the Society, is at right. 
Recipients received a check from the Society and a certificate in recognition of their selection 
by a committee composed of faculty and alumni representatives. This is a repeat win for 
Osborne and Williams who were also chosen in 1979-80. 
student body equivalent to the President's 
Aides. He took the Foreign Service Exam 
and began work for the Foreign Service in 
January, 1981. He will be starting his first 
overseas assignment in London on June 1 
which will last 18 months. 
Enjoy the rest of your summer and send 
me a postcard while you're on vacation. 
79 Meg Lewis 7710 Adelphi Road #1 Hyattsville, Md. 20783 
Not too many of you wrote me this month 
so the column will be rather short, quite 
unlike the last one. Laurie Huntsman wrote 
to update last time's news. She is currently 
living in Tampa with Ann Patterson '80, 
where both of them are working on a cruise 
liner, "The Caribbean Queen." Laurie has 
also been doing commercial work for various 
companies in New York. Her latest assign- 
ment was as a mermaid for a tuna company! 
Sounds like an interesting and exciting life- 
style. Jon Horovitz recently returned from 
an exciting Caribbean cruise where he ran 
into Laurie and Ann. Jon was mixing 
business with pleasure as his company is 
considering a Central American office. Ken 
Cloud is moving to Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 
to accept a position as battalion chief for the 
Saratoga Springs Fire Department. Kathy 
Yankovich   is   currently   residing   in   Los 
Angeles, where she teaches American 
history and English at a junior high school. 
She is also attending night school at UCLA 
in the graphic design program. 
Eileen M. Morgan of Provo, Utah repre- 
sented the College at the inauguration of the 
president of Brigham Young University in 
November. 
That's all the news I've received. I know 
you folks are doing lots of interesting things 
that we would all be interested in, so write! 
When you do, please note the new address. 
I'll be moving the first of June. 
GRADS 
Mrs. E. D. Etter 
(Mary R. Spitz) 
486 West Market Street 
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801 
Although I have no news about our 
graduate students, I want to remind all of 
you to send a contribution to The William 
and Mary Fund. It is especially important 
this year, because of the National Endow- 
ment for the Humanities matching grant to 
which the College is entitled. Any new 
money contributed this year will be 
matched. Any increase over last year will be 
matched as well as any first-time contribu- 
tions. 
Your reporter trusts that many of you will 
attend Homecoming at the College in the 
fall, Nov. 6 and 7. 
This is the 46th column your reporter has 
written for The Alulmni Gazette since she 
began in September 1969. If you send in 
news of your activities and accomplish- 
ments, she will be able to continue the Grads 
column. Many thanks to all who have con- 
tributed news items during the past twelve 
years. 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
Robert Emmett, III 
Box 398 
Williamsburg, Va. 23185 
Unfortunately there seems to be very little 
information to convey. Please remember that 
information in The Alumni Gazette does not 
fall under any proscription regarding pro- 
fessional advertising. In any event, here's 
what I have. 
Michael G. Shepard, JD '75, has been 
appointed an Associate Counsel with 
Pioneer National Title Insurance Company 
in Newport News. 
Mark L. Tunnell, JD '75, and his wife, 
Judith Ann, proudly announce the birth of 
their second child, a daughter, named 
Hillary Christian Tunnell. They can be 
reached at 1208 Old Lancaster Road, 
Berwyn, Pa. 19312. 
Tony Giorno, JD '76, and Neal Vener, JD 
'77, have been named Assistant Common- 
wealth Attorneys in Lynchburg. 
Janet B. Rubin, JD '77, has recently joined 
the Office of General Counsel for the 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Au- 
thority, better known as Metro, assigned to 
the negligence litigation section. 
And last, but surely not least, Sharon 
Villarosa, JD '78, has been sworn in as an 
Officer in the United States Foreign Service. 
She is scheduled to serve in Bogota, 
Columbia. Since her graduation from 
Marshall-Wythe she has worked as a legisla- 
tive analyst for a congressional research 
service in Washington, D.C. 
That's it, folks, keep those cards and 
letters pouring in. 
School of Business (MBA) 
Dr. Franklin B. Robeson 
School of Business Administration 
College of William and Mary 
Williamsburg, Va. 23186 
School of Education (MEd) 
Dr. Paul Clem 
School of Education 
College of William and Mary 
Williamsburg, Va. 23186 
School of Marine Science 
Miss Marti Germann 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
Gloucester Point, Va. 23062 
Vital Statistics 
BERTHS 
To: Alice Annon (Miri), '66, a son, 
Jonathan Reza, January 5, 1981. First child. 
To: Wayne King Johnson, Jr., '68, a son, 
Thomas Graham, September 2, 1980. First 
child. 
To: Jo Ann Walthall, '69, a daughter, 
Ashleigh Rindner Walthall-Kramer, July 26, 
1980. First child. 
To: Ruth Holdsworth (Gaumond), '73, a 
daughter, Anne Catherine, September 16, 
1980. First child. 
To: Susan Stephens (Greenplate), '74, and 
John Thomas Greenplate, '76, a daughter, 
Julie Christian, April 6, 1981. Second child, 
second daughter. 
To: Pamela Cox (Gilden), '75, and Ronald 
W. Gilden, '74, a son, Jeremy Robert, March 
3, 1981. First child. 
To: James Woodward Potts, '79, a 
daughter, Kate Farrington, March 18, 1981. 
First child. 
MARRIAGES 
Barbara Lynne Rambo, '74, and Thomas 
A. M. Goossens, May 2, 1981. 
Edith Diane Newsome, '77, and Gerry 
Thompson, '76, May 16, 1981. 
Sharon Marie Bish, '79, and Frank 
McConnell Leech, February 14, 1981. 
Susan Patricia Manix, '79, and Glenn A. 
Gundersen, '76, August 30, 1980. 
Dean Ensor Wilson, '79, and Brenda Lee 
Haynes, March 7, 1981. 
DEATHS 
ELLIOTT EDWIN WEST, JR., '11, died April 
11,  1981 in Roanoke, Virginia.  He joined 
First National Exchange Bank after leaving 
William and Mary, and in 1954 he retired as 
assistant cashier and head of the commercial 
department, after 41 years of service. Twice 
appointed to the Roanoke City Council, he 
served as president of Goodwill Industries, 
chairman of the Roanoke City-County Public 
Forum, and treasurer of the Blue Ridge Boy 
Scout Council. An active member of Calvary 
Baptist Church, he was a deacon for 37 
years, church treasurer, and Sunday School 
superintendent and teacher. He served as a 
trustee of Virginia Baptist Hospital in Lynch- 
burg, president of the Roanoke Merchants 
Association, a director of the Retail Mer- 
chants Association of Virginia, and vice 
president of both the Roanoke Executive 
Club and the Columbia Building & Loan 
Association. During the 1930's, he served 
two terms as president of the Roanoke 
alumni chapter. He is survived by a son, 
three sisters, two brothers, and two grand- 
children. 
ROBERT JOHN JOHNSON, 19 A.B., died at 
his home in Virginia Beach, Virginia on 
November 24, 1980. A member of Kappa 
Alpha, he became principal of Great Bridge 
High School after his graduation from 
William and Mary. He studied law at both 
Washington and Lee University and at T.C. 
Williams Law School, and then returned to 
the field of public education as superin- 
tendent of schools for Princess Anne 
County. He later became an agency manager 
for Bankers Life Company, and for 18 years 
he was executive vice president and 
managing director of the Arlington County 
Chamber of Commerce, retiring in 1967. He 
at one time was president of the Virginia 
Beach Rotary Club, and he was a former 
vestryman of Christ Episcopal Church in 
Alexandria. He was married to the late 
Pauline Smith. He is survived by one brother 
and a sister, Iola Johnson Maloney, '28. 
ERVIN WILLARD FITCrlETT, '21, of Nor- 
folk, Virginia, died April 17,1980. A member 
of the football team while at William and 
Mary, he is survived by his son, Leon W. 
Fitchert, '50. 
JOHN WALSTON HENDERSON, '22 B.S., 
of Williamsburg, Virginia, died December 
12, 1980. A member of Theta Delta Chi, he 
did graduate work at the School of Architec- 
ture at Georgia Institute of Technology after 
earning his undergraduate degree from 
William and Mary. A member of Bruton 
Parish Church, he was employed for 30 
years as an architect with Colonial Williams- 
burg. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth 
Lee Henderson, '22. 
CHARLES HARRISON ZEHMER, '27, died 
June 19, 1980, in Gainesville, Florida after a 
brief illness. A member of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
at William and Mary, he was a native of 
McKenney, Virginia, and he spent most of 
his life there as a businessman and farmer. 
He was Mayor of the town for two terms, 
and he served several years on the 
Dinwiddie County Board of Supervisors. He 
was a past Master of Dinwiddie Masonic 
Lodge No. 136, AF&AM, and President of 
the League of Virginia Counties. He served 
in the U.S. Marine Corps during World War 
II as a pilot instructor. After his retirement 
from business and farming in 1968, he 
moved to Vero Beach, Florida, where he 
served as Commander of the local Power 
Squadron. He moved to Jacksonville shortly 
before his death. Survivors include his wife, 
Aileen, and two sons, Edward Earle and 
Charles Lovick. 
WALTER ALLEN COLEMAN, '29 B.S., died 
April 4, 1981, in Richmond, Virginia. After 
graduation from William and Mary, he 
began working for the C&P Telephone Com- 
pany, as a management assistant in the Rich- 
mond office. He became record office 
manager of the Norfolk office in the early 
1950's, but several years later, he returned to 
Richmond as C&Ps supervisor for indepen- 
dent telephone company relations. In 1965, 
he was named district manager for the coin 
telephone service, a position which he held 
until his retirement in 1972. After retiring 
from C&P, he served as Great Lakes region, 
including the mid-Atlantic states, manager 
for the National Association of Regulatory 
Commissioners, which sets standards for 
communications companies and their earn- 
ings records. He is survived by one sister. 
PRISCILLA BRETT (DELLERT), '31 B.A., of 
West Hartford, Connecticut, died December 
31, 1980. She is survived by her husband, 
Edward F. Dellert. 
JOHN F. STRAYER, '31, of Goldens Bridge, 
New York, died April 2, 1981 in Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina following a brief illness. A 
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, he served in 
the Air Force during World War II. He was a 
test pilot with Grumman Aircraft, and he 
later began operating charter flights and air 
taxis in the New York metropolitan areas. 
For approximately the last ten years of his 
life, he was a skywriter for the Pepsi Cola 
Company, touring the country in an antique 
open cockpit biplane. He is survived by his 
wife Dorothy, and two brothers. 
FRANCIS V. MORGAN, '32 A.B., of 
Reading, Pennsylvania, died March 27,1981, 
after suffering for a year and a half from 
cancer of the spine. Until his retirement ten 
years ago, he was Life Agent for North- 
western Mutual of Milwaukee. He is sur- 
vived by his wife, Grace, and nine children. 
ELIZABETH HAYES BRADLEY, '45 B.A., 
died December 4, 1980, in Norfolk, Virginia. 
A Junior transfer from the Norfolk Division 
of William and Mary, she was a member of 
Gamma Phi Beta and Phi Beta Kappa. 
AT 
WILLIAM AND MARY, 
THE HONOR SYSTEM 
STILL HOLDS! 
-» ■>»—*- 
PAY YOUR PLEDGE 
BEFORE JUNE 30!!!! 
The William and Mary Fund will reach $500,000 for the 
first time ever — but only if all pledges are paid by 5 PM on 
June 30th! 
If you haven't paid your pledge, do it now! 
If you haven't made your gift, mail your check today! 
EVERY GIFT IS CRITICAL IN 
MEETING THE NEH CHALLENGE 
POSTMASTER: Send Form 3579 to 
P.O. Box 1693, Williamsburg, Va. 23185 
Second-class postage paid at Williamsburg, Va. 
and Richmond, Va. 
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